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ABSTRACT
The overall objective of this thesis was to develop a flexible model to determine the
marginal cost of graduate education per student for each of the various curricula at the
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS). In the past, "average cost per student" values were
calculated. These calculations missed the nuances of the 44 different curricula (curriculum
length, student loading, professor salaries, lab intensive curricula, etc.) at NPS and
provided no information as to the marginal costs of graduate education. Two models
resulted from the research. The Cost per Curriculum Model calculates the average cost
per student for each curriculum, given selected cost inputs. The costs are allocated across
the courses and then allocated to the students that took the courses. A second model,
Marginal Cost per Student Model, was developed that calculates the marginal cost per
student for a single curriculum, for a selected number of additional students. Both models
provide the user with considerable flexibility in determining and ultimately better information
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND
As part ofthe Navy's Graduate Education Policy, the Chief ofNaval Operations
(CNO) stated, "I reaffirm the investment in Graduate Education of selected officers to be
a strategic requirement for the Navy. . .Our investment in Graduate Education must be
pursued as a priority even in the face of competing demands and declining resources."
[Ref. 1] The challenge facing the Navy, and thus the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS), is
to provide that graduate education in the most cost-effective way possible. Before
efficiencies can be realized, the true costs of education must be determined.
In a recent response to the draft Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) study entitled,
A Bottom-Up Assessment ofNavy Flagship Schools [Ref. 2], NPS argued that as long as
the reimbursable students 1 are covering their marginal costs, NPS would not save any
money by reducing this student population. NPS went on to say that ifthese reimbursable
students were eliminated, the fixed costs at NPS would not change. The question that
arises is, "What are the students' marginal cost at NPS?"
Whether in support of a cost-benefit analysis, a cost-effectiveness study, a
comparison ofNPS with similar civilian institutions (CIVINS), or a justification for
additional funding, the measure used invariably seems to be some form of "average cost
per student or graduate." Although seemingly easy to calculate, average cost per student
1 A reimbursable student is a student from an organization not under the cognizance of the
Department of the Navy (DON), who is charged a tuition rate reimbursable to the DON to attend
NPS.
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or graduate does not provide decision makers with very accurate information for three
important reasons. First, the methodology in arriving at such "average costs" never seems
to be the same as that used in arriving at the comparison numbers, e.g. different costs are
used in almost all the calculations. Second, with 44 curricula at NPS that differ in length
of study, intensity, and cost, an average cost per student figure provides absolutely no
information regarding these important differences. Finally, average costs treat all fixed
costs as variable, which, in anything but the very long run, is not accurate. The cost that is
relevant to such discussions is the marginal cost. The marginal cost, for this thesis, is
meant to be the cost of increasing or decreasing the student enrollment by one student.
B. OBJECTIVE
The overall objective of this thesis is to develop a flexible model to determine the
marginal cost of graduate education per student for each of the various curricula at NPS.
[Initially, the objective was to determine the marginal cost per student for each of the
various academic departments. For reasons that will be explained in detail in Chapter HI,
this proved to be comparing "apples with oranges."] What evolved was the development
oftwo cost models. One determines the cost per student in each ofthe various curricula,
given a particular collection of cost inputs. This model provides the decision makers with
a more refined "average cost per student," resulting in a wealth of information about the
uniqueness of each curriculum; but it still does not answer the marginal cost question.
Therefore, the second model was developed to determine the marginal cost per student for
one particular curriculum, given various inputs, based on the current excess capacity at
NPS.
C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Several questions arise when attempting to develop a model to determine the
marginal cost per student in each of the various curricula. First, can a spreadsheet model
be developed that will estimate the marginal cost per student in each ofthe various
curricula at NPS?
Second, what are the various assumptions that must be made and the limitations in
developing such a model that result in a usable estimate for the marginal cost per student
at NPS?
Third, assuming that such a model can be developed, could the spreadsheet model
be developed to be flexible enough to handle desired changes to the model input and
accommodate future modifications? If so, how and what can it be used for?
Finally, as will be discussed in Chapter n, there are a number of "average cost per
student" estimates that have been calculated over the years. Focusing primarily on the
methodology behind the calculations, how does the marginal cost per student spreadsheet
model output compare to the previous estimates?
D. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
Developing a method for estimating the marginal cost per student involves a
myriad of variables, all ofwhich could not be addressed in this thesis. Some of the
assumptions made were subjective and the models treat them as user inputs to make the
models more flexible. The thesis does not attempt to provide any definitive cost figures,
rather it provides a framework where many of the relevant cost factors can be
incorporated in a more consistent and transparent manner to provide decision makers with
more accurate information and the context in which the costs are generated.
The models were developed to be flexible enough so that other relevant cost factors could
easily be included.
The specific numbers are not meant to be taken as the conclusion of this thesis. In
fact, they mean little without thoroughly understanding the assumptions and inputs that
went into the models. The methodology is what is important. It is envisioned that,
because the models were developed to be flexible, it will give decision makers valuable
tools if and when the pure numbers must be compared.
The Marginal Cost Model was developed only to analyze the Financial
Management curriculum. Currently, the model will only calculate the marginal cost per
student for a desired increase in the number of students. The cost of providing instruction
if a new section is required for a particular course is based on average numbers, but with
additional research the models could be modified to account for the obvious differences in
how much that instruction might cost. Further study could easily apply this methodology
to other curricula.
E. ORGANIZATION
This section is a brief discussion of the organization of the remainder of the thesis.
1. Chapter EL Background and Theory
This chapter provides some of the background to what has been done in the past
with regards to this subject. Over the years, numerous attempts have been made to
calculate an "average cost per graduate" for various purposes. The results ofthese studies
will be researched, discussed and tabulated. Finally, the theory of the marginal cost
concept will be discussed.
2. Chapter m. Methodology and Model Development
Chapterm will discuss the thought process behind the development of the models,
the research methods and techniques used, and the assumptions and limitations of each
model.
3. Chapter IV. Cost Data Collection
Chapter IV discusses the data collection and methodology. This chapter will
discuss what data were included in the model and more importantly what were not.
Finally, it will provide the rationale behind the cost calculations.
4. Chapter V. Analysis of Results and Comparison with Past Data
Chapter V describes and presents the results of a selected number of both model
runs and presents these data alongside previous data discussed in Chapter II. Some
comparisons will be made to demonstrate the validity and usefulness of the models.
5. Chapter VI. Recommendations and Conclusions
Chapter VI provides conclusions and recommendations for future study, based on
the issues that were raised and could not be addressed due to time constraints and the
nature of the models.
H. BACKGROUND AND THEORY
A. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this chapter is to provide a look at past attempts at estimating
average cost per student or per graduate. By having an idea ofhow the cost per student
was calculated in the past, i.e., the methodology, one can appreciate the need for a better
way of doing it, and understand the author's rationale in the development of the cost
models. Because the tendency is to look only at the numbers, this chapter will also discuss
how the various estimates for average cost per student or per graduate were derived.
Lastly, the chapter will end with a brief discussion of the theory of the marginal cost
concept and why an estimate of the marginal cost provides the decision maker with better
information than the average cost.
B. PAST COST PER STUDENT ESTIMATES
Over the years, there have been numerous attempts to calculate some "average
cost per student or graduate." They were derived for various reasons and the numbers
themselves should always be taken in the context of the purpose behind their derivation.
This section will briefly describe each of the attempts, focusing on the methodology.
One issue that must be cleared up first is the denominator in the "cost per student."
Sometimes it is calculated as the cost per graduate and other times as cost per student.
There is a difference between these two, though sometimes negligible. Most of the
calculations researched have used Average on Board (AOB), which is an average of
quarterly "snapshots" of students at NPS. This may slightly differ from the number of
graduates per year at NPS. Curricula are of varying lengths and therefore some turn out
graduates more frequently than others. This issue will be discussed again later, but it is
brought up here because it is important to identify what is defined as the denominator in
these calculations and what value is used.
1. Naw Graduate Education Program Select Study Committee (1975).
The discussion of cost per student is not a new one; in fact a very similar study
took place in the mid-1970's. Even though 20 years old, the resultant report brought up
several valid arguments with regards to the marginal (incremental) costs of graduate
education that are still valid today. In September 1975, the Navy Graduate Education
Program Select Study Committee submitted a report to the Secretary of the Navy with
recommendations and discussion of the utilization and allocation of resources by the Navy
for educational programs. [Ref 3] They concluded that NPS conducted specialized
education otherwise not available to the Navy and that the costs were driven by class
sections in the various curricula. NPS efficiency was dependent heavily upon the
assignment of students in economical units (class sections). They discussed at length the
importance of thinking on the margin when making financial decisions with respect to
NPS. However, their discussion of the marginal cost turned into one ofthe incremental
cost, in that additional costs were only assumed to be incurred when an entire section (24
students) was added. They differentiated between unique and non-unique curricula, as far
as comparing them to Civilian Instruction. For the unique curricula, a further distinction
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was made between technical and non-technical. The conclusion was that the incremental
cost of an additional section varied from $1,200 to $3,600 per 4-quarter student-year,
depending on the curriculum. Refer to Figure 2-1 for study conclusions.
As previously stated, they assumed that NPS only incurred incremental costs if an
entire section was required, a section being defined as having 24 students. They then
simply asked the question, "What would an additional section cost?" Based on their
experience in FY75, they concluded that NPS could accept up to 150 students to fill
empty seats in existing sections and not incur any costs, assuming an optimum distribution
of students to the various curricula.
Much of their discussion was geared towards using these "cost per student"
numbers to help determine which curriculum should be taught at NPS and which should be
taught at Civilian Institutions.
2. Unit Costing at the Naval Postgraduate School (1991).
In 1991, a Master's Thesis was written that also attempted to establish the
methodology to identify costs at NPS and support the objectives ofUnit Costing. [Ref. 4]
The eventual goal was to come up with a more relevant cost per graduate. The
methodology was in accordance with the DOD Unit Costing guidelines. [Ref. 5] Two
primary output measures were identified as graduates and research, with a secondary
output being support to the various tenant commands, defined as other. The costs of
instruction were then classified into three categories; direct costs, indirect costs, and
general and administrative (G&A). A cost matrix was constructed to calculate and
present the costs. The total instruction costs were divided by the average number of
students on board NPS (FY90 AOB) to come up with a cost per graduate. It was
correctly pointed out that it was not to be construed as a point estimate, but merely a
rough approximation of the unit cost, and that further study would have to be performed.
See Figure 2-1 for the cost per graduate calculated in this thesis.
3. Non-Technical Graduate Education Programs in the Navy: A Cost-
Effectiveness Study of the Naval Postgraduate School (1992, Unpublished).
In October 1992, a study was prepared for OP-01/BUPERS-21 but never
published. [Ref. 6] As part of a cost comparison ofNPS with other civilian institutions,
an annual cost per graduate was derived for the Administrative Sciences (now Systems
Management) and the National Security Affairs Departments and compared to similar
programs at civilian institutions. Direct Education Costs were presented for each
department, with almost no explanation as to how they were derived. A footnote
described these direct education costs as "mission costs" only, which excludes Base
Operations and Support (BOS) and Maintenance of Real Property (MRP) costs. Basically
these costs were presented as FY90 annual cost per graduate, so the assumption is that
costs for the departments were compiled and totaled and then divided by the respective
average number of students on board in those departments. The numbers are not as
important as the methodology. Considering that the study was never published, the
methodology is not fully explained, but this simply provides another view of a
methodology of calculating cost per student at NPS. See Figure 2-1 for results.
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4. FY94 Cost Analysis of Providing Fully-funded education programs at
NPS and CIVINS (1993).
In March 1993, the office ofthe Deputy Chief ofNaval Operations (DCNO) for
Resources, Warfare Requirements and Assessments (N8) performed a cost analysis ofthe
Navy's Graduate Education program. [Ref 7] This came in response to several issues
concerning the closure ofNPS, which was being discussed in the N8 office. But the
primary reason was that a common set of cost numbers was not available for the decision
makers. They compiled costs in the categories shown in the Cost per Student Matrix
(Figure 2-1). The conclusion was that it cost approximately $40,180 per student per year
(operating costs with ALL students included). The average operating cost per student
was also derived for only USN/R students and only DON (USN/R and USMC) students.
They compared this to civilian institution tuition and also discussed the difference in credit
hours given per year at NPS compared to civilian institutions. This was done to compare
more accurately the cost per student. This study caused some concern because of the
costs that were used to arrive at the numbers. They are not fully explained in the study
and include some categories that are questionable as to whether they should be included or
not. Again, the problem was due to taking the numbers at face value and not
understanding where they came from.
The study's conclusions were largely based on subjective findings, which while not
necessarily wrong, perhaps gave more credence to the accuracy of the numbers than was
warranted. The differences between the cost per student at NPS and other civilian
institutions attracted the most attention. See Figure 2-1 for results.
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5. NPS Cost per Class Hour (1993/1995).
In November 1993, as part of a report by NPS to the Graduate Education Review
Board (GERB), and later in 1995 as a point paper, NPS highlighted the difference in the
number of class hours that are provided each year between NPS and other civilian
institutions. [Ref. 8] The conclusion was that the cost per student class hour at NPS was
cheaper than at civilian institutions. The relevance here is that they used the same cost per
student data as the 1993 N8 study.
6. A Bottom-Up Assessment of Navy Flagship Schools (1997).
Sometime in 1997, the Center for Naval Analysis (CNA) is scheduled to publish a
report that also includes a calculation of the average cost per student, one that NPS has
helped them derive in accordance with the Integrated Post-Secondary Data System
(IPEDS) database guidelines. [Ref. 2] The report is still in the process of being finalized,
but the methodology and majority ofthe comments are final.
There is still some debate between NPS and CNA over what numbers to use in
computing the Total Expenditures, but the basic methodology is the same for both. In
accordance with guidance and definitions set forth by IPEDS, costs (expenditures) are
being compiled for three different categories: instructional expenditures, academic support
expenditures, and institutional support expenditures. These costs are divided by a Full
Time Equivalent (FTE) number, as used in the IPEDS database, which CNA says closely
approximates AOB for NPS. Several different cost per-student examples are presented in
Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1. Cost per Student Matrix
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Figure 2-1. Cost per Student Matrix
The 1997 CNA study, and the input that has gone into the IPEDS database, is a
much more comprehensive cost study then this thesis will present, but these cost
categories can easily be built into the models that follow to provide the decision makers
with actual cost per student data for the 44 different curricula.
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The above represents the various attempts at calculating the "cost per student" that
have been presented and made available to the decision makers over the years. The actual
numbers have been tabulated in Figure 2-1, but more importantly the methodology behind
the numbers has been revealed for each study/analysis. For the most part, the "cost per
student" numbers have been derived for one oftwo reasons. First, they are calculated so
that NPS can be somehow compared to some civilian institution, either in a cost-
effectiveness study or simply a comparison. Secondly, the numbers are presented as the
incremental cost per student, usually in the argument for or against planned or executed
changes in funding for NPS.
This leads to two different thoughts on what has been presented in the past.
First, the fact that NPS houses 44 curricula that vary considerably in duration and cost is
lost in the average cost per student argument. The numbers are always some total of
expenditures divided by some average number of students or graduates. There is only so
much utility for "average cost per student" data. Simply dividing total instructional
expenditures by total students is almost like comparing the proverbial "apples to oranges."
Chapters III and IV discuss this in more detail and provide a different way to look at this
question.
Second, until recently, it seems that the discussion ofthe marginal costs has been
lost. The concept was thoroughly discussed in the 1975 Navy Graduate Education study
and yet seems to have been forgotten in the years since. The marginal cost issue has
relevance to several discussions that include the effect of decreased funding at NPS,
changes in student enrollment, reimbursable tuition rates, and foreign tuition rates. This
15
last section of this chapter will provide a further understanding ofthe marginal cost
concept.
C. THE THEORY BEHIND THE MARGINAL COST CONCEPT
This section will briefly discuss the marginal cost concept, compare it to the
average cost concept, and discuss its relevance to the many hard fiscal decisions facing
today's leaders in the Department of Defense.
The total cost of an operation can be broken down into fixed and variable costs.
However, these cost elements are highly dependent on time. One can view the time factor
as either the long run or the short run. In the long run, all inputs could be considered
variable, but in the short run, there are certain inputs and their associated costs that could
not be changed regardless ofthe output. So, in the short run, some ofthese input costs
would be considered fixed. In the short run:
Total Costs (TC) = Fixed Costs (FC) + Variable Costs (VC)
The marginal cost is the change in total cost per unit change in output. Marginal costs
take into account that the fixed costs cannot be changed in the short run. Mathematically,
the marginal cost would be the derivative ofthe total cost equation.
TC(Q) = FC + VC(Q) where Q is the unit output (students or graduates)
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Therefore, d(TC(Q))/dQ = d(FC)/dQ + d(VC(Q))/dQ
and from mathematics, it is known that d(FC)/dQ = 0, therefore
d(TC(Q))/dQ = d(VC(Q))/dQ,
That means that the marginal cost is equal to the change in the variable cost per unit
change in output. In terms of the thesis discussion, the marginal cost would reflect the
cost of graduating one more student or the realized savings of graduating one less. It
would reflect the costs of providing graduate education to one additional student.
As will be discussed briefly in later chapters, much ofthe costs incurred at NPS are
of the fixed nature and will not change for a moderate change in the number of students on
board. It is the variable costs that are directly related to the instruction of students that
are relevant and must be included in the marginal cost discussion.
D. THEORY VERSUS REALITY
The theory is clear, but reality clouds the issue. Due to excess capacity at NPS, it
could be argued that the marginal cost of one additional student at NPS is close to zero.
In fact, it could also be argued that the marginal cost of adding some 150 students, in the
right curricula with the appropriate excess capacity, is essentially zero. As will be
discussed in Chapter III, there are many variables and it is not as easy as saying that the
marginal cost is the cost of teaching one more student.
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The fact that average cost per student does not provide much insight into the many
differences between the curricula at NPS and that the marginal costs are the relevant costs
when discussing small changes in enrollment leads one to ask several of the critical
questions outlined in the last chapter. There must be another way to calculate relevant
costs, a way that provides more information than just an "average cost per student." The
next chapter looks at the methodology and development oftwo cost models that will
answer those questions.
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m. METHODOLOGY AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT
A. INTRODUCTION
The original objective of this thesis was to determine the marginal cost per student
in each ofthe academic departments at NPS. After additional research, that concept was
found to be flawed, primarily because graduates or students are not the direct output of
the academic departments. This chapter will further discuss this thought process and the
development of the first model that provides a better "average cost per student" for each
curriculum at NPS. As stated before, this model did not answer the marginal cost
question, so data was extracted from the first model to develop a second model that does
provide the decision maker with a marginal cost per student for a particular curriculum.
The development and operation of this second model will be discussed, as will the
assumptions and limitations of both models.
B. THE MONEY FLOW
In determining the marginal cost per student, it was found that a student could not
be directly related to the academic department funding. There are two visible outputs of
the academic departments, research and courses. Students are not the true output.
Indirectly they are, because they take a collection of courses, as required by the individual
curricula. Because students take courses from several different academic departments
during their course of study at NPS, it is incorrect to associate the costs incurred by an
academic department with a particular student. Figure 3-1 is a basic flowchart that shows
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where the funding comes from and what it is used for as far as teaching is concerned. In
reality, the money does not "change hands" as depicted in Figure 3-1, but the figure gives
one a feel for basically how the money is used. While the figure has left out several cost
centers and funding sources, the object is to graphically show that the true output of the
academic departments is courses. There are no students in an academic department, only
faculty and staff. Most students may take the majority of their courses from one particular
academic department, but, as can be seen graphically in Figures 3-1 and 3-2, they are not
an output ofthe department.
Unlike most other graduate education institutions, NPS provides the courses based
on the educational requirements ofthe various curricula sponsors. The courses are
provided when students require that particular course, according to their particular
curriculum matrix. Figure 3-2 is a graphical illustration that courses are provided to
students in one ofthe 44 curricula, as ofFY96. So, instead of calculating a marginal cost
per student in each of the academic departments, somehow a cost must be calculated for
each curriculum.
In a discussion with Professor Gil Howard, Associate Provost for Academic
Planning, the idea ofbuilding a cost per curriculum model came to life. The idea was
based on a "matrix" that he had built to obtain a better feel for how much each curriculum
cost at NPS. Figure 3-3 is the skeleton framework of the model, as it was originally
envisioned. Basically, by knowing what courses were taught during FY96 and what
students were enrolled in the courses by curricula, the costs ofthe particular course could
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Figure 3-1. Where the Money Goes
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COURSES
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595 Information Warfare
596 Information Warfare International
38 National Security and Intelligence
681 Middle East, Africa, South Asia
682 Far East, Southeast Asia Pacific
683 Western Hemishere
684 Russia, Europe, Central Asia
688 Strategic Planning
689 Civil-Military Relations
699 Special Operations/Low Intensity Conflict
824 Intelligence (Regional Studies)
825 Intelligence (OPINTEL)
39 Joint C4I Systems
365 Command, Control and Communications
823 Intelligence
Figure 3-2. Courses are the Output
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student was in, the allocated costs of all the courses to the students can be summed to
result in the cost for that particular curriculum for FY96. Then, ifthe average number of
students in each ofthe curricula is known for FY96, the cost per curriculum can be
divided by this number of students to result in an "average cost per student." See Figure
3-3 (continued) for an illustration of this discussion.
Ideally, it was conceived that the direct teaching costs of the course could be
determined and the indirect costs could be allocated, to provide a good estimate of the
cost per student for each course given. Then, by determining whether or not a new course
was required for additional students, some marginal cost could be estimated. However,
due to the fact that individual civilian faculty salaries were not available and time did not
allow such in depth research, this could not be accomplished. The aggregate faculty salary
for each academic department was available, however this meant that the salaries had to
be allocated across all the courses that were provided in FY96. Other costs could also be
identified and allocated to the courses given in the departments, which is further discussed
in the next chapter. However, the model does provide the decision maker with more
valuable information, primarily a historical look at the uniqueness of the various curricula
at NPS. By identifying other costs associated with teaching and finding a reasonable
method of allocating those costs to the courses provided by the academic departments,
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Figure 3-3. Cost per Curriculum Model Framework
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C. COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL PRESENTATION
A considerable amount of time was spent in the development of this model with
the hope that further study could be done to make full use of the model as an aid to
decision makers. The Marginal Cost per Student model uses data that were obtained for
this one, so some detailed explanation is required.
The data that were required to develop this model answered these questions.
"What courses were taught?" "Who taught the courses?" "Who 'paid' for the
instruction?" "Which academic department provided the course?" "What are the specifics
of the course?" "Who took the course?" Two separate but related sources of data were
required to answer these questions; a FY96 Teaching Load Report and a FY96 Teaching
Loads Across Curricula Report, each ofwhich will be discussed in the following sections.
In order to make the data usable in a model, several manipulations were necessary, and
they will be explained. Next, the allocation of academic department costs to the courses
is discussed. Finally, the derivation of the average number of students in a particular
curriculum is explained.
1. FY96 NPS Teaching Load Report
cl Introduction
Two reports from the NPS Integrated Database System (NIBS), more
commonly known as the "Registrar's Database", were used to answer the research
questions. The first was the FY1996 NPS Teaching Load Report, which contained the
raw data that would eventually be incorporated into the Cost per Curriculum Model. The
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relevant information from the report included a listing of each course given during FY96,
the segment number, which quarter it was taught in, who taught the course, which
academic department the Professor was from, the academic department that sponsored the
course, the number of lecture hours, the number of lab hours, and the class size. A fiill
listing ofthe relevant data extracted from this report is part of the Cost per Curriculum
Model and is contained in Appendix A.
The objective of including a listing of all courses given in FY96 was to
portray the courses as accurately as possible for costing purposes. Since costs would
eventually be allocated to the various courses taught by a particular department, it was
important to thoroughly investigate all ofthe particulars concerning the courses. Team
Teaching courses, Distance Learning courses, "Synonym" courses, Continuing Education
courses, Special Operations courses and International courses all presented unique
problems that will be discussed briefly in the sections to follow.
b. Class size
The FY96 NPS Teaching Load Report contains a listing of all courses that
were given during FY96. This includes all Directed Study and Directed Reading courses
given, which usually only involve one student. Originally, all courses were included in the
model; however, some were subsequently deleted due to cost considerations. These
specific courses will be discussed in following sections. The premise behind the model is
to allocate the academic department's costs over the courses that it provided during the
year. The general rule is that academic departments do not receive budget credit for any
courses with less than or equal to four students. [Ref 9] Because of this, most academic
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departments do not give Direct Teaching credit to individual professors for courses with
four or fewer students. However, the model allows this assumption to be determined by
the user.
c. Team Teaching
Team Teaching courses are those courses that were taught by two or more
instructors, meaning that each instructor only teaches a portion of the course. For
teaching credit purposes, the course is listed separately for each professor that taught the
course. This presented problems because the course is only listed once in the FY96
Teaching Loads across Curricula Report. These Team Teaching courses had to be
identified, verified and consolidated into one course. Team teaching courses are
designated as TT in Appendix A.
d. Synonym Courses
Sometimes there are courses given that have two different course numbers.
Usually, these courses are proposed to the Registrar and, depending on the student
enrollment, may or may not be reflected as such in the end ofyear Teaching Load Report.
For example, during the Fall Quarter of academic year 96, MA3301 and OA3201 were the
same course, with one instructor. There were just two different course numbers. These
courses were identified using memoranda sent from the Scheduler (01B2) and then
verified against what was actually listed in the Report. The courses on both reports had to
be identified and consolidated in order to reflect the fact that they were indeed the same
course. The academic department providing the instructor for the course is essentially
reimbursed some of the cost of the course by the other academic department. The courses
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are listed under the academic department that provided the instructor. Synonym courses
are designated as SYN in Appendix A.
e. Distance Learning Courses
Distance learning courses are those courses that are taught to both students
here at NPS in a classroom and to "distant site" students via Video Tele-Conferencing
(VTC). The general rule is that distance learning courses can only be taught if both NPS
students and VTC students are involved. The distance learning courses were listed
separately in the Report, with the same course number, immediately after the course
provided to NPS students. The students at distant learning sites that have undeclared
curricula are not considered students on board at NPS. However, some have already
declared their curricula and, therefore, are considered students on board at NPS. These
courses had to be identified and consolidated on both reports. Distance learning courses
are designated as DL in Appendix A.
Distance learning courses can be more expensive than the same course
given to only students at NPS for a number of reasons, primarily due to the cost of the
computer technology involved and the link with the site. It is not clear how these costs
are handled, but the assumption is that NPS absorbs those costs. It is beyond the scope of
this thesis, but it would be interesting to know just how much distance learning courses
cost and compare that to the cost of the courses at NPS. This is the direction NPS is
headed in an effort to shorten the length of several curricula, and that is an issue that
would warrant future study.
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/ Continuing Education Courses
The course AA3250, designated as a Continuing Education course, was
taught twice during FY96. Both course listings were left out ofthe model. No research
was done to determine who took the courses or how the courses were paid for. It is clear
that two students were identified as being in the "Continuing Education" curricula and one
student was a student at NPS. Since the courses involved a total of only three students, it
was felt that they would have no significant effect on the model. These courses are listed
under the Course Department heading, CE, in Appendix A.
g. Special Operations Courses
Two courses, SO2410 and SO3802, listed under the Special Operations
(SO) Department code were given during FY96. At that time, the Special Operations
courses were being funded by the National Security Affairs (NSA) department and were
therefore included in the model as part ofthe NSA academic department.
h. International Courses
Two courses, IT 1500 and IT 1600, were given each quarter during FY96.
These courses are specifically for the international students and the instructors are not
from the NPS faculty. They are specifically hired to teach the courses. The two courses
are English and American Culture. No additional research was done in this area, and these
courses are listed in Appendix A but were not included in the model.
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2. FY96 Teaching Loads Across Curricula Report
a. Introduction
Still more data were required to answer all the questions posed in the
introduction to this section that could not be answered by the FY96 NPS Teaching Load
Report alone. Data on every course given and who enrolled in the course by curriculum
were contained in the FY96 Teaching Loads Across Curricula Report and then modified
and used in the Cost per Curriculum Model. The worksheet used in the model, FY1996
Course Enrollment Sheet, is part ofAppendix A. The first task was reconciling the course
data in the FY96 NPS Teaching Load Report with the data in the above mentioned report.
All of the issues in the reconciliation were mentioned in the previous section. The report
listed a total of48 curricula, so the four additional curricula, in addition to the 44 that
were offered during FY96 at NPS, had to be identified and explained. These four "other'
curricula will be discussed in the following section. Lastly, and transparent to the reader,
the issue of those students that were taking Refresher courses prior to actually starting
their curricula matrix course load will be addressed.
b. "Other" Curricula
Of the 48 curricula listed in the report, four are other than those listed in
Figure 3-2. Curriculum 555 represents those students taking NPS courses under a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the University of California at Santa Cruz
(UCSC). There were only two students that took courses during FY96. The costs of this
"curriculum" are calculated in the model, but the course is not associated with any
curriculum or students from NPS. No research was done to determine whether or not
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there was any monetary compensation for these two courses.
Curriculum 777 is those students taking distance learning courses that have
not declared a curriculum. A total of 79 students were identified as taking distance
learning courses. The cost of this "curriculum" is calculated in the model, but, as with
Curriculum 555, it is not associated with students or curricula at NPS. There are some
distance learning students that have declared a curricula and they are counted as such in
the model.
Curriculum 888 comprises those two students that took Continuing
Education courses. They have been left out of the model, so the cost of that "curriculum"
is assumed to be zero, although in reality there must be some costs incurred to teach the
course.
Finally, curriculum 999 refers to NPS Staff personnel that took courses
during FY96. This brings up an interesting issue. NPS staff, as a whole, attended 254
courses during FY96. These "students" in this curriculum were left out of the model as
far as cost per student calculations are concerned and the class size totals in the model do
not include the students from the 999 curriculum. "NPS Staff students" attend courses
on a space available basis, under the assumption that "empty seats," or an excess capacity,
means that the course is "essentially free of charge." In essence, the course is already paid
for, or the marginal cost is zero. After finishing the discussion of the Cost per
Curriculum Model, the marginal cost issue will be investigated.
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c Refresher Course Students
It should also be mentioned that at various times during the academic year,
there are students who are taking "refresher courses" to prepare them for their actual
course of study. What curricula they will be in are already identified and recorded as such
in the reports. So, in essence, these students have already been included in the model. As
will be discussed later, this further complicates the timing issue of the report. Since some
curricula are longer in length than others, and the refresher courses simply add to that
time, where the students are in the curricula during the report period plays a major role in
the determination of an average cost per student.
3. The Allocation of Department Costs
a. Introduction
Now that the data necessary to build the model have been discussed, the
costs incurred by the individual academic departments must be allocated to each ofthe
courses that were provided by that department. Initially, it was envisioned that only the
indirect costs, i.e., those costs not directly associated with teaching, would have to be
allocated. However, due to the complexity of determining each Professor's salary and
time spent teaching, all costs that are entered as an input to the model must be allocated to
the respective academic department courses. This section will briefly discussed how this
was accomplished in the model.
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b. Weighted Cost Hours (WCH)
The academic departments are unique, and consequently spend different
amounts ofmoney over the course of a year. Because costs cannot be directly associated
with every course, some method must be introduced to allocate the academic department
costs over their output, the courses. How much a course costs is a function of a number
of different variables, which include; the professor's salary, the number of lecture hours,
the number of laboratory hours, and the number of students in the class. The number of
students enrolled in a course would not be a good indicator of how much a course costs.
This is due to the fact that a professor must be paid regardless ofthe size of the class.
Because individual faculty salaries could not be determined, the best allocation base is
some combination of lecture hours and laboratory hours.
The model allocates the total academic department cost to the courses
given by that department by using a factor that is a combination of lecture hours and lab
hours. This allocation base is defined as a Weighted Cost Hour (WCH) and is defined as:
Weighted Cost Hour (WCH) = A x Lecture Hours + B x Laboratory Hours,
Because it is thought that courses with labs generally incur more support costs than
courses without labs, the coefficients A and B are assumed to be 1 and 1.5 respectively.
While it is recognized that lab support costs vary by department and even by course, the
assumption was made for the model run comparisons in Chapter V. The model was
developed such that the user can determine what the WCHs are by entering the
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coefficients A and B.
4. The Denominator
Before describing in detail how the model works and addressing the assumptions
and limitations of the model, the denominator in the cost per student figure needs to be
explained. After the model has calculated the total cost per curriculum, based on FY96
cost and course data, it is divided by the average number of students in that particular
curriculum, based on the NPS Average on Board (AOB) report. The AOB report is a
quarterly "snapshot" of the number of students on board NPS and which curriculum they
are in. The average number of students in each curriculum was determined by taking the
arithmetic average of the four reports for FY96. This calculation and final average
number of students is shown in detail in Appendix C. Final averages are rounded to the
nearest whole number, or whole student. The limitations to this method are discussed in
the next section.
D. HOW THE MODEL WORKS
Much of the model has been discussed, but how the user interfaces with the model
and how the model calculates the cost per student has not been completely explained. The
spreadsheet model is a 5.8 megabyte workbook in Microsoft Excel 5.0/7.0. Figure 3-4 is
the Cost per Curriculum Input Page, where the user may enter some assumptions before
running the model. The model allows the user to input which costs associated with
teaching should be included in the model. The specific costs will be discussed in Chapter
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COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT PAGE
WELCOME to the COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT page. Here, you may select which casts win be induced
in the mode) and define other assumption. The cost drivers that you select are then summed up. resulting in a TOTAL COST for each
Academic Department . (See COST REF page)
Then, for each department, the total department cost is allocated to each course prcrvided during FY96. This allocation is accomplished
usrtg the Weighted Cost Hour (WCH) as an atocation base The resutts w\ a COST PER COURSE in each academe department
The COST PER COURSE is then distributed to each of the students enroled in the course by curriculum. These costs are summed for
each curriculum, resulting in a TOTAL CURRICULUM COST.
The TOTAL CURRICULUM COST is then divided by the average number of students in that particular curriculum during FY96, based
on Average On Board (AOB) reports, resulting in the COST PER STUDENT in each curriculum. >
Please check all costs that you would like to include in the model:
Ovftan Faculty Direct Teaching (DT) Salary
INCLUDE Ofen Faculty Frtage Benefits (21"K>)
El H«aiY Facuty Salary (0065 NOT INCLUDE RESEARCH)
El Kssaoa Staff Direct (DOt) Satory
El INCLUDE Mission Staff Fringe Benefits (23%)
El Academic Department OPTAR and TRAVEL
INDIRECT COSTS (see INDIRECT page for description)
OTHER COSTS (to be added to the model
)
Weighted Cost Hours (WCH)
The Academic Department Costs must be allocated to each of the eligible courses that were taught during the year. The allocation base
is a combination of two tmportant variables: LECTURE HOURS and LAB HOURS. See These text for a discussion of the Weighted
Cost Hour allocation base. The model has been set up so that you may determine what allocation base is used in the model.
The formula is
:
WEIGHTED COST HOURS = A X LECTURE HOURS + B X LAB HOURS
where A and B are INPUTS to the model, as follows:
-4
A-|»
B = 1" H
(LECTURE HOURS COEFFICIENT)
(LAB HOURS COEFFICIENT)
Courses with less than a specified number of Students
This model includes ALL courses that were provided during FY96. That includes all Directed Study and Directed Reading Courses.
For costing purposes, i is inappropriate to include ALL the courses taught tjy a particular deoartmettt when aBcca^
costs. The general rule is that a Department does not get credit (towards the budget) for any course with 4 OR LESS students.
Therefore, most departments do not give Direct TeachfetgCreditorcoursesWrih4OR LESS students. The following input is used to
eliminate courses with less than or equal to a specified number of students.
Eliminate any course with a class size of less than or equal to 4
Double check your input selections and then click
on the CALCULATE button to run the model. CALCULATE
Figure 3-4. Cost per Curriculum Model Input Page
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IV. The user can specify the coefficients A and B, to calculate the allocation base, as
discussed in a previous section. The user can then determine which courses should be
eliminated from the model, based on the class size. Once all the inputs have been verified
by the user, the CALCULATE button is "clicked" on to run the model.
When the model runs, the costs that were selected by the user are summed for
each academic department. Figure 3-5 depicts the worksheet where this calculation takes
place. The WCH is calculated for each course, with a value of zero being assigned to any
course with a class size less than what was entered by the user on the input page. The
WCH for each course is divided by the total WCHs for the respective department resulting
in a cost fraction. This cost fraction is multiplied by the department's total costs resulting
in a cost per course. This also can be thought of as determining a cost per WCH and then
multiplying that by the number ofWCHs for a particular course. Figure 3-6 is a selected
view of Appendix A that graphically explains this calculation.
Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 are selected views of Appendix A that show an example
ofhow the cost per student in a particular course is calculated. On the Cost per
Curriculum Model Calculation Page, Figure 3-8, the number of students in a particular
curriculum are divided by the total number of students in a course (not including those
"NPS staff students") and then multiplied by the cost of the course. This results in an
allocated cost to a particular curriculum for each course. The costs accumulated by each
curriculum are then summed, resulting in a cost per curriculum. This total is then divided
by the average number of students in that curriculum during FY96. Figure 3-9 is the Cost
per Curriculum Model Output Page.
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Figure 3-8. Cost per Curriculum Calculation Page
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380 Advanced Science (Applied Math)
31 Aeronautical Engineering
610 Aeronautical Engineenng
61 1 Aeronautical Engineenng with Avionics
612 NPS/TPS
32 Electronics and Computer Programs
368 Computer Science
590 Electronic Systems




36 Meteorology and Oceanography Programs
372 Meteorology
373 Meteorology and Oceanography
374 Operational Oceanography
r «; 440 Oceanography
36 Systems Management
370 Information Technology Management
813 Transportation Logistics Management
814 Transportation Management
815 Acquisition and Contract Management
816 Systems Acquisition Management
817 Allied, DOD, USA.USMC. and USCG
818 Defense Systems Management
619 Systems Inventory Management
820 Resource Planning and Management (IMTL)
827 Material Logistics Support Management
837 Finance) Management
847 Manpower/Personnel Training Analysis
37 Undersea, Space and Information Warfare
364 Space Systems Operations International
366 Space Systems Operations
525 Undersea Warfare
526 Undersea Warfare International
J, 591 Space Systems Engineering
1 595 Information Warfare
J* 596 Information Warfare International
38 National Security and Intelligence
681 Middle East. Africa, South Asia
682 Far East. Southeast Asia Pacific
683 Western Hernshere
684 Russia, Europe. Central Asia
688 Strategic Planning
689 Civil-Military Relations
699 Special Operations/Low Intensity Conflict
824 Intelligence (Regional Studies)
825 Intelligence (OPIMTEL)
39 Joint C4I Systems













































































TOTAL $20,447,441 1,437 $14,229
OTHER 555 Non-OOO students under MOU with UCSC
777 Distance Learning students
888 Continuing Education Courses
999 NPS Staff Personnel taking courses






TOTAL COSTS FROM THE INPUT PAGE $20,61 6,771
Figure 3-9. Cost per Curriculum Model Output Page
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E. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
There is obviously no best method for calculating the cost per student per
curriculum that takes into account all the variables that affect these costs. There are many
assumptions that have been made in the development of this model and there are also
some considerable limitations that must be understood before interpreting the output of
this model. All too often, the final number is what is argued without understanding what
went into calculating that number. Some ofthe assumptions have already been identified
and discussed. Many ofthem could be argued at length. The purpose here is merely to
point them out, as well as identify the limitations that exist.'
1. One year's worth of data
This thesis analyzed only one year's worth of data. Some curricula are more than
two years long and may commence a new section only once a year. Therefore, the model
results are not fully representative of the cost per student in a particular curriculum. The
model provides a more refined historic view ofhow much a curriculum costs based on
several assumptions. Some curricula are short and classes start more than once a year, so
the result is just a collection of "snapshots" of all the sections of students over the course
of a fiscal/academic year. The results are not indicative ofhow much it costs to graduate
a student in a particular curriculum, for all the curricula have courses of study longer than
12 months. This model merely provides a valuable view of the many differences between
the curricula at NPS. No attempt was made to explain any of the differences.
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2. Allocation of Costs
The allocation of specific teaching costs to individual courses is a difficult issue.
For example, in the Cost per Curriculum Model, two different four credit courses would
cost exactly the same. Realistically, due to professors' salaries, printing costs, and other
course particulars, they may not cost the same.
The assumption that A = 1 and B = 1 .5 in the WCH calculation for later
comparison is somewhat subjective. More research could be done in this area to come up
with a more valid allocation base. The cost relationship between lecture hours and lab
hours varies from department to department, and even between individual courses. This
allocation issue is definitely one that could be further researched so that a more refined
allocation could be determined, better representing reality. The important thing to
remember is that the costs incurred by the academic departments are being allocated
across the courses, resulting in an average cost per course.
3. Average Number of Students Onboard (AOB)
As previously discussed, the denominator in the cost per student per curriculum
calculation is an average number of students in that particular curriculum during FY96.
Ideally, one student could be tracked through his/her curriculum matrix and the costs of
the courses could be accumulated, but that is not practical. The best measure available is
the average number of students on board.
The assumptions and limitations aside, this model presents a valuable tool that can
be utilized by decision makers to obtain better information about the cost of providing
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education at NPS. However, it is still an average cost per student. The model output can
be a more refined estimate of cost per student than has been calculated in the past, but it
only provides an average cost per student in FY96. The cost of adding 10 more students
in a particular curriculum cannot accurately be determined using this model. On an
average, how much they would have cost last year can be determined, but not the marginal
cost. The last half of this chapter provides a method for answering the marginal cost
question.
F. MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT MODEL PRESENTATION
1. Introduction
The Cost per Curriculum Model calculates a cost per student based on the costs
that the reader selects as an input to the model. By only entering costs directly related to
teaching, it may seem that the output would approximate the "marginal" cost per student
at NPS. However, as just discussed, the output is only a refined and detailed average cost
per student. It provides little information as to the cost of adding one more student to a
particular curriculum. This marginal issue has been touched on twice already in the thesis.
In the discussion of changing the number of reimbursable students at NPS, the marginal
cost is the central issue. The excess capacity issue is inferred when NPS staff or other
military officers fill empty seats in particular courses. The Marginal Cost per Student
Model is a 0.8 Megabyte workbook using Microsoft Excel 5.0/7.0. It uses some of the
data from the Cost per Curriculum Model and calculates the marginal cost of adding a
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selected number of students to a particular curriculum. How this model was developed, a
brief discussion ofhow it works, and the assumptions and limitations associated with the
model follows.
2. The Methodology
Ideally, it would seem that there must be a way to create a model that, given a
desired change in the steady state number of students in a curriculum, would take into
account all the variables that affect the costs of education resulting in a marginal cost per
student. These variables would include the different courses in the curriculum matrix,
course validations, refresher courses required, desired electives, the department's many
variables associated with providing the courses, and the existing excess capacity. Prior to
this thesis, as far as the author knows, no attempt has been made to incorporate these
variables in a model, other than some informal assumptions and calculations.
The second model is based on the excess capacity at NPS during FY96. It could
easily be modified to include the current excess capacity and even the projected excess
capacity, based on a projection of course schedule and student load. This will be
addressed again, but the important concept at this point is excess capacity. As will be
seen, the marginal cost is highly dependent on the existing excess capacity. In other
words, if the school has some excess capacity, then the cost of adding some additional
students to the curriculum would be small; but, if the school is operating at capacity, then
it may be expensive to add more students.
Similar to the Graduate Education Study [Ref 3] performed in 1975, the marginal
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cost is dependent largely on section sizes. When enough students are added so that a new
section is required, then additional costs are incurred in providing education to that
section. The concept is rather simple; if a course class size is not at the maximum
allowed, for whatever reason, then that course is defined as having "excess capacity." The
basis behind this model is that if the number of additional students, as determined by the
user, is greater than the excess capacity of a particular course, based on FY96 data, then
a new section is required.
This model was developed for only one curriculum, the Financial Management
(FM) Curriculum, due to the uniqueness of the curriculum and the time constraints.
However, this methodology can be used to build a similar model using courses from any
other curriculum. An additional limitation is that the model cannot calculate the marginal
cost per student for a decrease in the student population. Both of these limitations will be
discussed in a later section.
3. The Financial Management (FM) Curriculum
The Marginal Cost per Student Model only investigates the FM curriculum at
NPS. The FM curricula is an 1 8 month program and the curriculum matrix is shown in
Figure 3-10. In order to graduate, a student must take all the courses on the core matrix
and two curriculum option electives, assuming no courses are validated. This does not
mean that some students do not take additional electives, only that they are not required
to. With a very few exceptions, new sections of students begin their course of study twice
a year, in January and July. Therefore, at any one time, three different sections of students
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FINANCIAL 1 VNAGEMENT CURRICULUM MATRIX
Quarter Course # Hours Course Name
1
MN2150 (4-0) Financial Accounting
MN2031 (4-0) Economic Decision Making
MN3333 (4-0) Managerial Communication Skills
MA2300 (5-0) Mathematics for Management
ISO 125 (0-2) Computer Skills Development
2 MN3161 (4-0) Management Accounting
MN3140 (4-0) Microeconomic Theory
MN3105 (4-0) Organization and Management
OS3101 (4-1) Statistical Analysis for Management
3 MN4161 (4-0) Management Control Systems
MN3172 (4-0) Public Policy and Budgeting
MN4162 (4-0) Cost Management
OS3006 (4-0) Operations Research for Management
4 MN3154 (4-0) Financial Management in the Armed Services
MN4163 (4-0) Decision, Cost and Policy Analysis
IS3183 (4-0) Management Information Systems
MN4151 (2-0) Internal Control and Auditing
5 MN4XXX (4-0) Curriculum Option *
NS3252 (4-0) Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning
MN0810 (0-8) Thesis Research
MN0810 (0-8) Thesis Research
6 MN3301 (4-0) System Acquisition and Project Management
MN4105 (4-0) Strategic Management
MN4XXX (4-0) Curriculum Option *
MN0810 (0-8) Thesis Research
Figure 3-10. Financial Management Curriculum Matrix
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* The Student will select two courses from the following curriculum options
MN4122 Planning & Control: Measurement & Evaluation
MN4152 Corporate Financial Management
MN4159 Financial Reporting and Analysis
MN4305 Defense Technology and Analysis
MN4153 Seminar in Financial Management
MN4302 Defense Resource Policy and Management
OA4702 Cost Estimation
Figure 3-10. Financial Management Curriculum Matrix (Continued)
in the FM curriculum are on board at NPS.
4. Course Listing
In order to determine the excess capacity during FY96 for the courses that
are taken by students in the FM curriculum, some of the data from the previous model
must be extracted. This section will briefly describe how the course listing for this model
was derived.
Using a spreadsheet, any courses that were taken by students identified as being in
the Financial Management curriculum were identified and then copied to a new worksheet.
After referring to the FM curriculum matrix, Figure 3-10, these courses were sorted into
four categories; those courses required by the curriculum matrix, those electives listed as
valid curriculum options, those electives not listed as curriculum options but valid courses
in the Systems Management Department, and finally, all other courses taken by students in
the FM curriculum. See Appendix B for a complete listing of these four categories. The
courses in the fourth category were taken primarily by those students that transferred into
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the curriculum from another curriculum. The courses were then sorted by course number
and grouped by quarter and segment. Only the courses in the first two categories will be
used in the model, primarily because the matrix is generally followed by all students. This
does not mean to say that the other courses do not cost anything, only that they introduce
additional variables that cannot be addressed in this model. This issue will be further
discussed in the assumptions and limitations section.
5. Class Size
In order to determine the excess capacity, some assumption has to be made about
the maximum class size. This section will discuss what class size will be compared to the
actual class size during FY96 and how it is provided as an input for the user to define.
Why a limit was placed on the maximum class size and how "excess capacity" was
calculated will also be discussed.
Some maximum class size must be established to compare to the actual class size
in order to determine the excess capacity. The maximum class size for each course series,
i.e. 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000 levels courses, is an input to the model as selected by the
user. However, the maximum class size has been limited to 30 students. There are not
many classrooms that hold more than 30 students. Additionally, it is felt that the quality of
teaching starts to suffer as class size approaches 30. While there are some classrooms
that can hold more than 30 students, they are few in number and hard to schedule.
However, this assumption can affect the results of the model. For instance, IS0125R, the
basic computer course offered to all FM students during the second and the fourth quarter
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is listed as having 69 and 35 students respectively during FY96. The computer lab in
Ingersoll Hall holds about 30 students. In fact, this course was taught to more than one
section at different times. This is just one example ofmany unique cases that exist, as far
as class size is concerned. Ideally, all the variables that affect class size should be included
in the model, but that is just not possible.
Excess capacity is defined as the difference between the maximum class size, as
selected by the user or a maximum of 30 students, and the actual class size during FY96.
Figure 3-11 depicts how the spreadsheet determines the excess capacity.
•'*•'..
6. New Section Required
Once the excess capacity for each course is known, whether or not a new section
is required must be determined. Before that can be done, the fact that several sections of
the same course could be offered during the same quarter must be taken into account. In
this case, the excess capacities for all the segments are summed, resulting in a total for that
course for that quarter. This same calculation is performed for each quarter. See Figure
3-12 for a graphical explanation.
How frequently courses are taught varies. Some courses are taught every quarter,
while some may only be offered every other quarter, or even just once a year. Somehow,
based on the course excess capacities, it must be determined whether a new section is
required. The assumption is that, if during FY96, the selected number of additional
students exceeds the excess capacity of a course during ANY QUARTER, then a new
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Figure 3-12. New Section Required?
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example, one might ask, "Should the excess capacity be an average of the capacities over
the quarters that the course was offered? Is there some other relationship?" While not as
clear, excess capacity is largely affected by the expected number of incoming students,
which can remain unknown up until a few weeks before classes start. How much lead
time the academic departments have to make adjustments to course assignments and
offerings affects their ability to accurately determine excess capacity. The lead time issue
will be discussed in the assumptions and limitations section.
Once it has been determined that a new section is required, the object is to assign a
cost to that new section in order to calculate a marginal cost per student. The next two
sections address this process and the options available.
7. Options for providing that Instruction
There are several different options available to the academic departments for
providing the instruction for a new section, which have been included in the model as
input options that the user may select. This section will discuss the options that are
available, the rationale behind determining how much each option costs, and the
limitations to these cost determinations. The following options are available for the user
to select as inputs to the model: hire a new professor, divert a professor away from
research, or contract an instructor from outside NPS. The specifics of the cost of each of
these options is discussed in Chapter IV.
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a. Hire a New Professor
With the current reality, this option may seem a bit remote, but with large
changes in the number of additional students selected, it could become a viable option.
How much a new professor costs is not easily answered. It depends on the course
required, the existing manning ofthe affected academic department, and the current
funding status, among others. The assumption made for this model is that it would cost
the average total civilian faculty salary. The details of this assumption are discussed in the
next chapter. This may seem a bit high, but once a professor is hired, that cost should be
considered a sunk cost, for at least a period of a year. With additional research, this
assumption could be refined and an input could be provided, so that the user could change
the assumption. Additionally, the course would incur some fraction ofthe teaching costs
incurred by the academic department over the course of the year.
b. Divert a Professorfrom Research
The most probable method for providing the instruction would be to divert
a professor from research to teach the course. As will be discussed in the next chapter,
civilian faculty salaries are broken up into three areas, Direct Teaching (DT) salary, Direct
Funded Research (DFR) salary, and Reimbursable Research (RR) salary. The cost of
diverting a professor from research would be some fraction of the Direct Teaching salary.
c. Contract an Outside Instructor
The last option is to contract an instructor who is not a faculty member at
NPS. This is done infrequently and may not be a feasible solution; however, the current
push towards outsourcing in the Department ofDefense may change the frequency.
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9. The Marginal Cost per Student
Once it is determined that a new secti ., is required and the user has entered how
the instruction will be provided for each academic department, the model calculates the
total cost of adding the selected number of students. The user may also enter the fraction
ofthe direct teaching salary to be used as the cost of diverting a professor from research
and whether fringe benefits should be included in the calculation. This is further explained
in Chapter IV. See the Marginal Cost per Student Input Page in Figure 3-13 and also in
Appendix B. The model calculates the cost of each new section required. These costs are
then summed resulting in a total marginal cost of providing education for the selected
number of additional students. This sum is copied to the Marginal Cost Output section of
the Input page and then divided by the selected number of additional students to enter the
FM curriculum. Realistically, this results is an "average" marginal cost per student.
G. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
1. Introduction
The Marginal Cost per Student model doesn't answer all the questions. It is based
on certain assumptions and has some limitations in its utility, but, as long as these are
understood, the model can be used to answer some important "what-if' questions.
This section will discuss some more ofthe assumptions and limitations that have not
already been addressed. There are limitations to the data that were used in the model,
problems with the excess capacity assumption, and a lead-time issue.
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MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT MODEL INPUT PAGE
Welcome to the Marginal Cost per Student INPUT Page. This model has been developed to analyze a single curriculum, but
the methodology can be applied to any other curriculum. The data was extracted from the COST PER CURRICULUM
MODEL by using a logic command to determine whether or not a course was taken by any students in the particular
curriculum.
The model was developed using data from the 837 - FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum ONLY.
Assumptions are further explained in the text of the thesis.






The maximum class size has been automatically constrained to 30 students, unless you
INPUT less. This assumption is further explained in the text of the thesis.
INPUT the desired INCREASE in the number of students enrolled in the 837 Curriculum:
Number of Additional Students 10 i
For each Department, INPUT HOW the Instruction should be provided for a NEW section:
NS
SM
Divert I Professor from Research *
Divert • Professor from Research ±
MA Divert e Professor from Reseerch ±
OR Divert e Professor from Reseerch ±
AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
Hire a NEW Professor
DIVERT a Professor from Research
CONTRACT an Outside Instructor




























Check tlvs block to INCLUDE FRINGE BENEFITS in the cost calcualtion of diverting a
professor from Research.
A percentage of the DIRECT TEACHING salary (with or without fringe
benefits) is assumed to be the cost of diverting a professor from
research. INPUT the desired percentage. The model assumes 1/8 or
0.125, as explained in the text of the thesis. 118
MARGINAL COST OUTPUT
Based on the INPUT you entered above, the model has calculated the TOTAL MARGINAL COST of providing education to
the number of additional students in the FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum. The total cost is divided by the number
of additional students (INPUT) resulting in a MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT.
Total Costs = |ip$154#1§1 Cost per Student = [; $15^42^1^
Figure 3-13. Marginal Cost per Student Input Page
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2. Data
The data were FY96 numbers, courses, and schedule. In all likelihood, this year's
data will not be the same. There are a number of reasons for this. Courses are planned
and scheduled based on a projected number of incoming students. This can vary from
quarter to quarter due to late starters or students transferring into the curriculum.
Considering that one year's worth of data includes three different class sections ofFM
students, at different stages of instruction at NPS, it could be argued that the data may not
be that much different from year to year.
It is possible that current or future plans could be incorporated into the model to
give decision makers a view of the current reality of the marginal cost per student. If a
projected class schedule was "pasted" over the existing data and a projected student load
was included, the model could be modified to answer current "what-if' questions. This is
a possibility that is discussed later in Chapter VI.
3. Class Size
The real limitation is determining the true excess capacity. The excess capacity is
determined based on some maximum class size. Could classes be rescheduled so that a
larger classroom could be used? Is there a way to teach more than 30 students and still
get the quality of a graduate level course with a smaller number of students? The
maximum class size has been limited to 30 students, as previously discussed. Classroom
size does hinder scheduling many courses with more than 30 students. However, the
larger factor is the quality of teaching issue. There is a general agreement that the quality
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of teaching is hindered when class sizes approach 30 students, especially in the higher level
courses. With more research, perhaps a better assumption could be made, and an input
could be added to the model to give the user a chance to enter his/her own assumptions.
What is clear, and will be discussed in Chapter VI, is that the marginal cost per
student is largely a function of section size and also highly dependent upon the existing
excess capacity at the school.
4. Lead Time Issue
While additional students would be commencing their study immediately, some of
the courses required, as calculated by the model, would not be taken until much later.
This time would give decision makers time to revise their plan to accommodate the
additional students. Practically, the marginal cost per student may be influenced heavily
by the required courses in the FIRST quarter, implying that planning might be able to
significantly lower these marginal costs. The model assumes that all courses are required
now. However, in reality, that is not the case. This lead time issue could be incorporated
in the model, by discounting the costs of courses that would not be required immediately.
The assumption there is that some lead-time results in additional planning that could lower
the marginal costs.
The marginal cost in this thesis is only valid for a small change in the number of
students. It has been assumed that the "short run" is the relevant time period and
therefore, many ofthe costs associated with the instruction of students are assumed to be
fixed. When these costs actually become variable could also be argued, but it is beyond
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the scope of this thesis. What we do know is that at some point the costs assumed to be
fixed start to become variable, and most probably not all at once, as the number of
incoming students is increased. At some point, the infrastructure must expand to meet the
support requirements ofthese additional students. Therefore, it is assumed that the time
period is the short run, where most of the support costs of instruction are fixed.
5. Other costs associated with teaching
As will be explained further in Chapter IV, only the direct teaching salary was
included in the calculation of the cost of a newly required section. There are certainly
other costs that will be incurred by an added course. However, the specifics of those costs
were not investigated as part of this thesis. Future research could be done to refine the
costs of individual courses, which would result in a more accurate marginal cost per
student.
The next chapter will discuss more of the rationale behind the costs that were
selected to be included in both of the models, i.e. what these costs are, how they were
arrived at, the assumptions in the calculation of the costs, and a discussion of other costs




This chapter will present the cost data that was used in the models, explain how it
was collected and derived, explain what costs were not included and why, and finally,
discuss what costs could be included in the model with some modifications. As
previously mentioned, this thesis primarily is concerned with the methodology behind
developing flexible models that can incorporate numerous other desired assumptions and
costs. Many ofthe costs used in the model were selected because they were considered




This section will present the costs that were used in the Costs per Curriculum
Model and the Marginal Cost per Student Model. It will discuss how the costs were
derived, how the costs were allocated to the academic departments and some of the
assumptions that were made. Finally, costs that were not included in the models will be
mentioned.
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2. Cost per Curriculum Model Costs
The cost categories used in the Cost per Curriculum Model are listed as inputs to
the model in Figure 3-4 and Appendix A, and are discussed in the following sections. The
final section will discuss what costs were not included in the Cost per Curriculum Model.
a. Civilian Faculty Direct Teaching Salary
When discussing marginal costs, the first costs that come to mind are the
direct costs of instruction, which includes the salaries of the professors and military
instructors that teach the courses. The Cost per Curriculum Model includes the Direct
Teaching (DT) salaries of the civilian faculty. Faculty salaries are broken into three
categories, Direct Teaching (DT), Direct Funded Research (DFR), and Reimbursable
Research (RR), as can be seen in Figure 4-1 . All the salary costs are presented here,
because the average total civilian faculty salary is used later as the average cost of hiring a
new professor. For the purposes of trying to estimate the marginal cost per student at
NPS, only the Direct Teaching salaries were selected to be included in the model. Civilian
Faculty Fringe 1 is calculated as a percentage of the salary, and was 21% for FY96. This
results in a Fringe factor of 1.21 that should be included in the direct teaching salary.
Fringe has been included as an input to the model, so that the user can decide whether to
include it or not. These costs were extracted from the FY96 Faculty Budget
Plan/Execution Summary Report.
lFringe benefits, or "Fringe" represent the cost ofthe government's share of civilian
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Figure 4-1. FY96 Faculty Budget Plan/Execution Summary
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b. Military Faculty Salary
This section will present the list of military instructors that were attached to
NPS during FY96 and list their composite salaries, see Figure 4-2. The assumption is that
military instructors are paid the same whether they are fully involved with research or with
teaching, so that their salary can be considered somewhat of a fixed cost. However, ifthe
student enrollment was to decrease, would these billets still exist? Are the military
instructor billets a function of the number of students at NPS? No research was
conducted to address this issue, so the assumption is that they do need to be included in
the marginal cost discussion. Additionally, no research was conducted to determine how
many courses military instructors taught during FY96, other than the course listing in
Appendix A, nor was there any attempt to allocate their particular salaries to the courses
that they taught. A list of the Military Faculty on board NPS during FY96 was obtained
from the Office of Academic Planning. [Ref 10] The number ofwork-years was assigned
to each military faculty member based on how long they were assigned to NPS, regardless
of employment. Additional research could accurately match military faculty salaries with
a specific course, but that was not performed in conjunction with this thesis. The military
faculty salaries used are pay rates included in a Defense Finance and Accounting Service
(DFAS) instruction entitled. FY96 Naw and Marine Corp Composite Standard Military
Rates , and includes pay and benefits which make the composite salaries equivalent to the
civilian salaries with fringe benefits.
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i MILITARY INSTRUCTOR SALARIES |








Oept Academic Military (Salary X
Code Dept Rank W/Vs Rate VilTs)
NS 06 1.00 118,498 $118,498
NS 06 1.00 118,498 $118,498
NS TOTAL i $236,996
SM 04 1.00 85,983 $85,983
SM 05 1.00 102,463 $102,463
SM 05 1.00 102,463 $102,463
SM 05 1.00 102,463 $102,463
06 SM 04 1.00 85,983 $85,983
SM 04 1.00 85.983 $85,983
SM 05 0.83 102,463 $85,386
SM 05 0.75 102,463 $76,847
SM 05 0.75 102,463 $76,847
SM 04 0.67 85,983 $57,322
SM 05 0.17 102,463 $17,077
SM 05 0.17 102.463 $17,077
SM TOTAL $895,895




* CS 05 1.00 102,463 $102,463
cs 04 1.00 85,983 $85,983
cs 05 1.00 102,463 $102,463
cs 04 1.00 85,983 $85,983
07
CS TOTAL $376,892





































































Figure 4-2. Military Instructor Salaries (Continued)
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c Civilian Mission StaffSalary
This section will discuss the cost of the civilian staff. Only the civilian staff
in the academic departments were included in this calculation. Civilian staff salaries
include a direct salary, an indirect salary (a fraction ofthe reimbursable research money
that is brought into NPS, in accordance with Navy Comptroller (NAVCOMPT)
regulations) and a reimbursable research salary (if applicable). All salary categories are
listed in Figure 4-3, but only the direct salaries are included in the model. These numbers
were extracted from the FY96 Mission StaffBudget Plan/Execution Summary. The
indirect and reimbursable research salaries were left out of the model because it was felt
that they were not directly related to teaching, independent of a change in the student
enrollment at NPS. For 1996, fringe for civilian staff was determined to be 23%.
d Academic Department OPTAR and Travel
This section will discuss the allocation of OPTAR/Travel costs to the
various academic departments, how the amounts were derived, why some were left out,
and finally present the data used in the model. OPTAR/Travel money is money that is
allocated to NPS in the form of an operating budget called Operating Target (OPTAR) to
spend on the operations of the command. OPTAR Travel money is operating money that
is budgeted for and used for education related travel. All OPTAR/Travel money obligated
during FY96 is included in the NPS Operating Budget Sub-Cost Center Balance OPTAR
Report. Only that OPTAR/Travel obligated in the three academic codes, 06, 07, and 08
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Figure 4-3. Civilian Mission Staff Salaries
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OPTAR/Travel money not associated with a specific academic department
was allocated to the departments using several different allocation bases. The allocation
numbers were calculated for each academic department and for all the departments as a
whole. See Figure 4-4 for a listing ofthese percentages. Academic Code Dean Costs
were allocated to the various academic departments based on the percentage of faculty
work-years within the respective Academic Codes. Academic Code printing costs were
allocated to the departments based on a percentage of the total number of students taught
with the respective academic code. Laboratory Maintenance costs were listed as a Code
07 cost, but include all laboratory maintenance costs. Therefore, this cost was allocated to
the academic departments based on the percentage ofthe total number of lab hours for all
the departments. This includes all courses that were taught, as listed in Appendix A.
Figures 4-5, 4-6, and 4-7 show the OPTAR/Travel costs and allocation for each Academic
Code.
Some ofthe line items were investigated to determine their relevance to
teaching and removed from the OPTAR /Travel total. In Code 06, the OPTAR/Travel
identified as being associated with BASE MANAGEMENT was removed from the model
after determining that this money was spent primarily on investigating a new curriculum.
In Code 08, the OPTAR/Travel identified as being associated with JOINT WARFARE
was removed after determining that this money was spent by a number of different entities
at NPS and it was not directly related to teaching at NPS. This was a considerable
amount ofmoney and an argument could be made for including this. All OPTAR/Travel
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Figure 4-5. CODE 06 OPTAR/Travel Report
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Figure 4-7. CODE 08 OPTAR/Travel Report
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the next section.
e. Indirect Mission Support Cost Allocation
LT Brian Drapp's thesis entitled, Indirect Mission Support Costs at the
Naval Postgraduate School [Ref. 11], develops a methodology for allocating the indirect
mission support costs at NPS to five cost objects. Three ofthe five cost objects are the
academic codes, 06, 07, and 08. This section will briefly discuss this thesis, discuss the
costs that were allocated and present how those costs were allocated to the academic
departments, so that they could be included in the model.
In the above mentioned thesis, five cost objects were identified, the
Academic codes, 06, 07, and 08, the Research office, code 09, and the Aviation Safety
School, code 10. In general, the costs incurred at NPS during FY96 were allocated to
those five cost objects. The only costs not included in the model were the direct costs;
civilian faculty salaries and the military instructor salaries, both ofwhich have been
included in the Cost per Curriculum Model. All OPTAR/Travel that had any relevance to
the five cost objects was allocated in Drapp's thesis.
Since the indirect mission costs were only allocated down to the academic
codes, a method of allocating that cost to the academic departments had to be derived.
Most ofthe allocation in the thesis was done based on the number of personnel.
Depending on the cost incurred, any number of allocation bases may be appropriate. An
alternative allocation base to the number of personnel is the WCH, discussed in the last
chapter. The allocation of the indirect mission costs is shown in Figure 4-8.
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Indirect Mission Support Costs at NPS
In LT Brian Drapp's Thesis entitled, Indirect Mission Support Costs at the Naval Postgraduate School, he developed a program
that allocates the indirect mission support costs at NPS to 5 Cost objects, 3 of which are the Academic Codes (06,07,08).















































































1470.0 i 1.0 I $14,475,8261
h y
TOTAL 40,884,126 5673.5 $40,884,126
Figure 4-8. Indirect Mission Support Cost Allocation
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/ What costs were not included
This section will briefly discuss what costs were not included in the model.
Part of the rationale behind developing a flexible model was to include as many relevant
costs as possible, so that the reader could choose what costs should be included. This
would allow the reader to run the model for different assumptions, resulting in better
comparisons with other calculations that have been made. Identifying and allocating all
the costs that are relevant to teaching students at NPS is beyond the scope of this thesis,
as was stated before. The 1991 thesis entitled Unit Costing at the Naval Postgraduate
School allocated many of these costs in accordance with the Department ofDefense
(DOD) Unit Costing guidelines. Drapp used a computer program to allocate the indirect
mission support costs to the academic codes, 06, 07, and 08. Using the methodology
introduced in Drapp' s thesis, costs could be grouped and made separate inputs to the
model. That would let the reader select which costs should or should not be included in
the model.
Other than the Direct Funded Research OPTAR/Travel money that was
included in Drapp 's indirect mission support cost allocation, no other research money was
included in the model. At some point there is no clear distinction between teaching and
research for costing purposes. Determining how much time a professor spends on
research versus teaching is relatively easy to do, but trying to determine how much of
his/her research time was spent with students or thesis advising is not so easy. Research is
a very important part of the graduate level experience and should not be dismissed.
However, trying to place a dollar amount on the research that does go towards a student's
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education is beyond the scope of this thesis. For that reason, civilian faculty DFR and RR
salaries were not included in the models. Civilian mission staff indirect and RR salaries
were not included in the model.
The other cost that has not been included in either model is the Foreign
Military Training (FMT) tuition and the tuition from reimbursable students. The tuition is
reimbursed to NPS and the money is allocated to a number of different entities throughout
the base. Some costs included in the model have FMT and other reimbursable tuition
money included. That cost was not subtracted from the salary total. Therefore, the total
costs reflect costs incurred by all the students on board at NPS during FY96. In the past,
FMT and other student tuition has been subtracted from the costs and the denominator is
changed to just Department ofthe Navy (DON) students, Navy and Marine Corps, in an
attempt to calculate the cost per student for just the DON students. The problem with this
is that it assumes that FMT and other student reimbursable tuition is covering the
education expenses. That is an issue that would require in-depth research, and it was not
addressed in this thesis. Obviously, to get an accurate picture of the cost per student, all
the funding sources must be included.
3. Marginal Cost per Student Model Costs
In addition to the costs included in the Cost per Curriculum Model, there were
some costs and assumptions that went into the Marginal Cost per Student Model, as
discussed in the last chapter. This section will briefly discuss the costs associated with the
options for providing instruction if a new section of a course is required, per the Marginal
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Cost per Student Model. Assumptions had to be made to assign costs to these options,
and it is recognized that with additional research, these assumptions could be improved to
better represent the various scenarios. Recall the three options, discussed separately
below.
a. Hire a new Professor
How much a new instructor would cost depends on numerous variables.
As discussed in the previous chapter, hiring a new professor is probably not the preferred
option if a new section is required, but should be considered as one of the choices. The
cost of a hiring a new professor is largely dependent on what kind of course needs to be
taught. A lower level course might not require the same kind of credentials that a higher
level course might. However, once a professor is hired, the contract is usually such that
NPS is required to pay the professor for some definite period of time. The assumption for
the model is that the cost of hiring a new professor is equal to the average total salary for
a faculty member in a particular academic department. Faculty members can be paid up to
10 months worth ofDirect Teaching salary; the rest comes from DFR or RR money. For
new faculty members, who seldom have established research contacts, the remaining two
month's salary is paid out ofDFR. With additional research, this cost of hiring a new
professor assumption could be refined and also included as an input to the model, so that
different assumptions could be made. The average total civilian faculty salary is listed in
the last column ofFigure 4-1
.
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b. Divert a Professorfrom Research
Disregarding the research issue, if a professor must be diverted from
research to teach a course, the cost will be some fraction of the direct teaching salary for
the year. How direct teaching is handled varies somewhat from department to
department. Without having access to individual faculty salaries and pay scales, an
assumption had to be made that covered most of the scenarios. Assuming that a professor
would get credit for one work-year of direct teaching if he/she taught two four-hour
courses each quarter, than a new course would be one-eighth (1/8) of that total. Figure
4-9 divides the total direct teaching salaries for each academic department by the total
number of direct teaching work-years (W/Y's), with and without Fringe. This represents
an average direct teaching salary per one work-year. This salary is multiplied by 1/8
(0.125), resulting in the cost of diverting a professor from research for each ofthe
academic departments. Keep in mind this is only an average cost. This has been included
as an input to the model, so that the user can enter the fraction ofthe direct teaching
salary that should be used in the calculation.
c Contract an outside Instructor
The last option is to contract an instructor from outside NPS. This option
is seldom used at NPS, in fact, only twice during FY96. Whether it should be an option
could be argued, but it has been included in the model. The issue of outsourcing some of
the education requirements at NPS is not addressed in this thesis. As far as placing a cost
on hiring an instructor for just one course, there is no historical data to refer to. However,
a cost of $7500/course is assumed in the model, based on anecdotal evidence. Further
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The Cost of Divertinq a Professor from Research
Direct Teaching Cost (WITH FRINGEJto teach ONE course
Teach 1 Cost of
Total AVG DT Salary additional ll&ttJoral
DEPT ei DT Salary Frinqe DT Salary Der ONE W7Y course
NS 19.52 1,381,306 1.21 1,671,380 $85^24 0.125 $t&|&3
SM 31.84 2,699.879 1.21 3,266,854 $102,602 0.125 $12p25
AA 9.70 918,512 1.21 1,111,400 $114,577 0.125 - $14>:322
CS 11.60 995,924 1.21 1,205,068 $103,885 0.125 wmmzms
EC 20.26 1,742,558 1.21 2,108,495 $104,072 0.125 $13^009
MA 14.87 1,243,373 1.21 1,504,481 -.
, r, $101,176 0.125 $12,647
ME 11.57 1,030,522 1.21 1,246,932 $107,773 0.125 513.472
OC 7.28 626,793 1.21 758.420 $104,179 0.125 $13JO&2
OR 15.65 1,398,871 1.21 1,692,634 $108,156 0.125 * St&jS*&
MR 6.15 537,810 1.21 650,750 $105,813 0.125 $13,227
PH 14.21 1,254,461 1.21 1,517,898 $106,819 0.125 513^352
GRPS 7.92 706,859 1.21 855,299 $107,992 0.125 ;''$^1















































































































Figure 4-9. Direct Teaching Salary Computation
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research could substantiate the costs of contracting an outside instructor.
C. COSTS THAT COULD BE INCLUDED IN THE MODEL
Both models have been developed such that other costs can be incorporated. If
costs can be allocated to the academic departments, then they can be used in the model.
In the future, if a new accounting system can track the costs of education more accurately,
other direct and indirect costs can be identified and included in the model. This would
result in a model that is even more flexible and could handle many more assumptions.
Additional research on unit costing is anticipated, and those results could be added to the
model. More importantly, the costs could be broken down, in order to provide the user
with as many options as possible. This way, the user can enter his/her own assumptions.
This flexibility of both models will be evident the next chapter, when the model
results, given certain assumptions are compared to previous calculations.
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V. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH PAST DATA
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the results ofboth models. Illustrative results for runs with
different inputs and assumptions are tabulated and discussed. The results of the two
models are annualized so that they can be more meaningfully compared. Finally, a
comparison of the model results with some ofthe past calculations, discussed in Chapter
II, is presented.
B. MODEL RESULTS
The results ofvarious runs of the Cost per Curriculum Model (CCM)are presented
in Figure 5-1 . The average cost per student is calculated in the model by dividing the
total costs entered by the average number of students on board NPS during FY96 (AOB).
See Appendix C for AOB calculations. See Appendix D for Input and Output Pages for
each of the runs listed in Figure 5-1.
The results indicate a large variation in cost per student across the 44 curricula at
NPS. In the past, the "average cost per student" calculations could not show these
variations across different curricula. The examination of the reason for such variation was
not included as part of this thesis.
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1 X X $12,197 $8,891 $5,710 - $24,320
2 X X X $13,359 $9,702 $6,223 -$25,890
3 X X X $14,229 $10,884 $6,986 -$41,204
4 X X X X $15,391 $11,695 $7,509 -$42,774
5 X X X X X X $19,202 $12,694 $8,167 -$57,433
6 X X X X $42,581 $29,403 $18,917- $97,091
-X denotes costs entered as input to the model
J
- WCH coefficients A » 1 andB =1.5 ?
- Excludes all courses with class sizes of 4 or less -
Figure 5-1. Cost per Curriculum Model Results
However, the results provide no insight into the additional costs of education at
NPS due to an increased enrollment. The Marginal Cost per Student Model (MCM)
provides such cost figure. Results ofthe MCM are presented, annualized and compared
with CCM results in Figure 5-2.
The output of the Cost per Curriculum Model represents the historic average cost
per student per year in each curriculum. The output of the Marginal Cost per Student
Model represents the marginal cost of a given number of additional students for the
Financial Management curriculum, which is 18 months in duration. Dividing the results of
the Marginal Cost per Student Model by 1.5 produces an annualized marginal cost per
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student. The annualization enables a more reasonable cost comparison across curricula
with different durations.











5 $89,599 $17,920 $11,947
10 $154,419 $15,442 $10,295
15 $232,065 $15,471 $10,314
20 $281,244 $14,062 $9,375
25 $281,244 $11,250 $7,500
Max class size =30, professor is diverted from research,WITH FRINGE, 1/8 ofDT salary
COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL RUN
Faculty DT (w/ Fringe) and Military Salary entered as cost input,




Figure 5-2. FM Curriculum Annualized Cost per Student Comparisons
C. ANALYSIS OF MODEL RESULTS
Based on the comparison in Figure 5-2, it would appear that the marginal cost per
student is not that different from the historical average cost per student. However,
caution should be taken in concluding that there is any particular quantitative relationship
between the average cost and the marginal cost.
There is a complex relationship between the average unit cost and the marginal
cost depending on the existing excess capacity and course subsidization. For example, if a
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particular curriculum is running at capacity, i.e. most class sizes are near 30, the average
cost per student would be lower, while the marginal cost would be higher. Conversely, if
there was some excess capacity, the average costs would be higher and the marginal costs
would be lower.
The second important variable that will affect the relationship between the average
costs and the marginal costs is referred to as course subsidization, or the extent to which
students from other curricula are taking courses with students from the curriculum in
question. For a given capacity, more ofthese "other curricula" students enrolled in the
course would make the average cost for the curriculum in question lower
Both of these variables interact such that no simple relationship between the
average and marginal costs can be concluded. The important comparison to make
between the two models is that the Cost per Curriculum Model is static, it can only
provide a historic average cost per student. However, the Marginal Cost per Student
model does provides the user with a picture ofhow costs will vary with student loading.
D. COMPARISONS WITH PAST CALCULATIONS
The flexibility ofthe models allows the user to compare the results ofthe models
with the calculations performed in the past. Recall the methodology and results ofthe
calculations discussed in Chapter II. Other than the 1975 Graduate Education Study
[Ref. 3], the marginal cost per student has not been addressed in the past. The difference
between the average costs and the marginal cost per student is clear. For each case, as
long as the costs used in the estimates are known, then the Cost per Curriculum model
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could be used to calculate an average cost per student per curriculum. The specific
comparison of past calculations with the results of the new models could be done, if the
costs used in the previous calculations were known and the costs could be allocated to the
academic departments. By using the new models, cost differences between the curricula
and the effects of changing the student enrollment could be computed.
Using civilian faculty direct teaching salary, military instructor salary and indirect
mission support costs as inputs to the model produces results that closely resemble the
methodology used in the N81 Study [Ref. 7] and the draft CNA study [Ref 2].
However, because different costs were used in each case, caution must be taken when
comparing the results. With additional research, all the costs used in the previous studies
could be compiled, allocated and used in the model. This would result in more
comparable information about the average cost of education, specifically by curriculum,
than just the average numbers presented in the study.
The Marginal Cost per Student model provides decision makers a valuable tool
that could be used to determine the marginal cost of education at NPS. If information
about changes in the student enrollment was required, then the Marginal Cost per Student
model could be modified to evaluate other curricula. See the results in Figure 5-3.
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Tuition, excludes student salaries
AOB = 1461




IPEDS Total (1993-1994) $55,000
IPEDS Educational
Cost of Instruction, academic and
institutional support, student services,










(based on excess capacity)
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Marginal Cost per Student for 10
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Faculty Direct Teaching Salary
Military Instructor Salary




Figure 5-3. Comparison with Past Results
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this thesis was to develop a methodology for determining the
marginal cost per student at NPS. The result is two models that provide the user with
considerable flexibility in determining and ultimately better information regarding both the
average and marginal costs of graduate education at NPS. This last chapter will discuss
some ofthe conclusions reached in the development ofthe models and recommendations
for further study in this area.
B. CONCLUSIONS
1. Marginal Costs
As was discovered in the development of the Marginal Cost Model, the marginal
cost is very time dependent. That is, time allows planning, and good planning would likely
mitigate some ofthe costs. The model calculated the marginal cost per student without
discounting any of the costs of the required course sections that would have been taken in
other than the first quarter. Lead time would lower these costs.
The marginal cost varies depending on what "unit ofmeasure" is being discussed.
The relevant unit is a class section. Additional costs are incurred when a new section is
required. As long as there is some excess capacity, additional students can be handled
with essentially zero marginal costs. If a particular course is at capacity, then an
additional section is required, and there are costs associated with that new course section.
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This leads to the third conclusion. The marginal cost per student is largely
dependent on the existing excess capacity at NPS. If the school is operating at or near
capacity, then the marginal costs would be high; whereas, ifthere is sufficient excess
capacity, additional students can be enrolled at a small cost. This also holds true for the
converse. Though not investigated in this thesis, it follows that if a small number of
students are removed from NPS, there would be no significant cost savings. There would
only be a savings when the decrease was significant enough that course sections could be
combined, or professors no longer needed.
2. Excess Capacity
The existing excess capacity is dependent on the maximum class size. There are
two obvious constraints to the class size. The first is a physical constraint. Courses are
assigned classrooms depending on the class size, so how many students a particular
classroom can hold will affect the maximum class size. The more important issue is the
quality of instruction. Larger class sizes may be suitable for lower level courses, but as the
courses become more difficult, the quality of the instruction becomes inversely
proportional to the class size. The marginal costs are dependent on what is determined to
be the maximum class size. The physical plant may allow class sizes to be increased to
accommodate more students, effectively keeping the marginal costs near zero, but at some
point the quality of the instruction starts to suffer. Unfortunately, the costs of poor
instruction are difficult to quantify.
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3. Flexible Model Foundation
The models developed in this thesis provide the user, primarily decision makers at
NPS, with a flexible tool that can be used to achieve a better understanding ofthe true
costs of education at NPS. Specifically, by selecting what costs should be included in the
model and determining how the costs will be allocated, the user can run the model for
various situations. The results are not just an average cost per student, but an average
cost per student for each curriculum. Many of differences that are hidden in an average
cost per student calculation are now visible and can be further investigated.
In addition to better information regarding the various curricula at NPS, the
marginal cost per student can be estimated. The Marginal Cost per Student Model was
developed using the Financial Management curriculum only, but the methodology could be
used for any other curriculum. Instead of simply guessing at what the marginal cost per
student is at NPS, the model could be used to get a more accurate marginal cost for
discussion.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Four major areas of study are recommended, and are discussed in the following
sections.
1. Further allocation of costs to the Academic Departments
Since this thesis was primarily concerned with the development of a marginal cost
per student model, an identification and allocation of all the relevant costs of education
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was not performed. However, several other studies have accomplished that. As was
discussed, in that in these studies the costs were summed and then divided by the average
number of students on board, their results are flawed. Follow-up research on Drapp's
Thesis [Ref 1 1] and the 1991 Unit Costing Thesis [Ref 5] would provide more accurate
cost data that could be run through the Cost per Curriculum Model to better evaluate the
true cost of education across the various curricula at NPS. In addition, costs could be
included as separate categories, such that the user could select not only which costs to
include in the model but also determine the allocation method. This model lends itself well
to using the costs categories that have been defined as part ofthe IPEDS guidelines.
[Ref. 2, p. 106]
2. Model Development for Internal Cost Control Purposes
There are several other uses for the Cost per Curriculum model. There are many
differences between the academic departments and it is hard to quantify how effectively
and efficiently the instruction is being provided. The model could be used to identify how
well the various departments are performing. As more costs can be directly related to
instruction, cost per hour of instruction can be calculated.
As NPS strives to reap benefits from efficiencies in the teaching programs, it can
use the models to identify those areas in which NPS has a clear competitive advantage.
Once these areas are identified, they can be exploited and future funding sought.
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3. Research into Reimbursable Tuition
One of the areas that was not addressed in the thesis was reimbursable tuition
associated with Foreign Military Training (FMT) and other services. Both remain
significant issues. How much students, other than those in DON, should be charged will
continue to be a relevant issue, as NPS seeks additional customers. Reimbursable rates
are determined with the marginal cost concept in mind. The Marginal Cost per Student
model could be the foundation for a tool to set such rates.
4. Application of the Marginal Cost Model to other Curricula
The foundation that has been developed could be used to conduct further studies
involving other curricula. Additionally, instead ofusing past cost data, budget plans and
projected courses could be pasted into the model, so that the current excess capacity could
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APPENDIX A. COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL
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COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT PAGE
WELCOME to the COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT page. Here, you may select which costs wffl be induded
inthemodel and define other assumption. The cost drivers that you select are then summed up, resulting in a TOTAL COST for each
Academic Department
. (See COST REF page)
Then, for each department, the total department cost is aikxated to each course provided ctuhng FY96. This allocation is accomplished
using the Weighted Cost Hour (WCH) as an allocation base. This results in a COST PER COURSE in each academic department
The COST PER COURSE is then distributed to each of the students enroled in the course by cunicutum. These costs are summed for
each curriculum, resufcng in a TOTAL CURRICULUM COST.
The TOTAL CURRICULUM COST is then divided by the average number of students in that partioiar curriculum during FY96, based
on Average On Board (AOB) reports, resulting in the COST PER STUDENT in each curriculum.
Please check all costs that you would like to include in the model:
E a»fcn Fealty Direct Teaching (DT) Salary
BBKLU0eQ»«anFacutrWogeBenefter2t%)
B MSQry Fscuty Salary (DOES NOT INCLUDE RESEARCH)
Mission Staff Direct (DIR) Salary
INCLUDE Mission Soft Fringe Benefits (23%)
D Academic Department OPTAR and TRAVEL
D INDIRECT COSTS (see INDIRECT page for Ascription)
OTHER COSTS (to be added to me mode!
)
Weighted Cost Hours (WCH)
The Academic Department Costs must be allocated to eac^ of the eTigible axrses Oiat were t»jght during tne year. The allocation base
isacombiredionoftJwimpMtartvarB^ LECTURE HOURS and LAB HOURS. See These text for a discussion of the We^bted
Cost Hour allocation base. The model has been set up so that you may c«termiiw vvt^ ariocatwn base rs used bi the rrwdel.
The formula is
:
WEIGHTED COST HOURS = A X LECTURE HOURS + B X LAB HOURS
whereA and B are INPUTS to the model, as foBows:
A = 1 -1
B = 1.5 H
(LECTURE HOURS COEFFICIENT)
(LAB HOURS COEFFICIENT)
Courses with less than a specified number of Students
This model includes ALL courses that were provided duringFY96. That includes all Directed Study and Directed Reading Courses.
For costing purposes, it is irtappropriate to include ALL the courses taught by a particular department when allocating the department's
costs. The general rule is that a Department does not get credit (towards the budget) for any course with 4 OR LESS students.
Therefore, most departments do not give Direct Teaching Credit for courses with 4 OR LESS students. The following input is used to
eliminate courses with less than or equal to a specified number of students
Eliminate any course with a class size of less than or equal to »
Double check your input selections and then click
on the CALCULATE button to run the model.
CALCULATE
99





380 Advanced Science (Appted Math)
31 Aeronautical Engineering
610 Aeronautical Engineering
611 Aeronautical Engineering with Avionics
612 NPS/TPS
32 Electronics and Computer Programs
368 Computer Science
590 Electronic Systems




36 Meteorology and Oceanography Programs
372 Meteorology




370 liaum iation Technology Management
813 Transportation Logistics Management
814 Transportation Management
815 AocajBBBon and Contract Management
816 Systems Acquisition Management
817 Allied. DOO. USA.USMC. and USCG
818 Defense Systems Management
819 Systems Inventory Management
820 Resource Planning and Management (1NTU
827 Material Logistics Support Management
837 Financial Management
847 Manpower/Personnel Training Analysis
37 Undersea, Space and IrrformaDon Warfare
364 Space Systems Operations International
366 Space Systems Operations
525 Undersea Warfare
526 Undersea Warfare International
591 Space Systems Engineering
595 Information Warfare
596 Information Warfare International
38 National Security and Intelligence
681 Middle East, Africa, South Asia
682 Far East, Southeast Asia Pacific
683 Western Hemishere
684 Russia, Europe, Central Asia
688 Strategic Planning
689 Civil-Military Relations
699 Special Operations/Low Intensity Conflict
824 Intelligence (Regional Studies)
825 Intelligence (OPINTEL)
39 Joint C4I Systems








































































OTHER 555 Non-OOO students under MOU with UCSC
777 Distance Learning students
888 Continuing Education Courses
999 NPS Staff Personnel taking courses
JTAL $20,447,441 1,437 $14,229
Total* per course
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= Distance Learning Courses (either given only to DL students or to both DL and NPS students at same time)
= Team Teaching Courses
= 'Synonym'* Courses (same course given with 2 JfTexail titles)
Course Prof Yr-Qtr Lee Lab Class Cost Course
Dept Deslq Dept Course- Sea Hrs Hrs Size WCH Fraction Cost
NS NS 961NS30001 13 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS30002 11 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS30231 33 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS30232 27 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 961NS3024 22 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS3030 28 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS30401 24 4 0.006677796 12,744














NS 961NS3154 16 4 0.006677796 12744
NS 961NS3159 17 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS3160 17 4 0.006677796 12,744
TT NS/NS 961NS3230 25 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS32521 20 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS32522 22 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS32523 19 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 961NS32524 21 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS32525 20 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS32526 4 19 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS32527 4 20 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS32528 4 10 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS3361 4 6 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS3401 4 6 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS3620 4 12 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS3662 4 10 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS3720 4 17 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS3900 4 11 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS4030 4 8 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS4031 4 20 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS4032 4 6 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 961NS4079A 4










NS 961NS4079K 4 1
NS 961NS40791 4 1
NS 961NS40792 4 1
NS 961NS40793 4 3
NS 961NS40794 4 1
NS 961NS40795 4 1
NS 961NS40796 4 1
NS 961NS40797 4 1
NS 961NS40798 4 1
NS 961NS40799 4 1
NS 961NS40801 2 24 2 0.003338898 6.372
NS 961NS40802 2 20 2 0.003338898 6.372
NS 961NS4230 4 10 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 961NS4300 4 7 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 961NS4850 4 9 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 961NS4900 4 14 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS3011 4 2 31 7 0.011686144 22.302
NS 962NS3012 4 2 9 7 0.011686144 22,302
NS 962NS3023 4 29 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS3025 4 12 4 0.006677796
;
12,744
NS 962NS30371 4 21 4 0.006677796/ 12,744
NS 962NS30372 4 14 4 ,0.006677796 < 12,744
NS 962NS3041 4 24 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS3079B 4 2
NS 962NS30791 4 1
NS 962NS30792 4 1
NS 962NS30793 4 1
NS 962NS30794 4 1
NS 962NS30795 4 1
NS 962NS3154 4 21 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS3159 4 8 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS32401 4 20 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 962NS32402 4 14 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 962NS32521 4 25 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 962NS32522 4 23 4 0.006677796 12.744
OR/OR 962NS32523 4 18 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 962NS32524 4 3.1 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS32525 4 24 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 962NS32526 4 19 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS32527 4 17 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS3300 4 5 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS3310 4 4
NS 962NS3320 4 9 4 0.006677796 12744
NS 962NS3400 4 6 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS3460 4 18 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 962NS3520 4 12 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS3663 4 10 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS3667 4 12 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 962NS38821 4 12 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS38822 4 ^0 14 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 962NS4030 4 "o 5 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 962NS4031 4 13 4 0.006677796 12744
* NS 962NS4032 4 5 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS40791 4 1
NS 962NS40792 4 1
NS 962NS40793 4 1
NS 962NS40794 - 4 1
NS 962NS40795 4 1
NS 962NS4080 2 4
NS 962NS4141 4 8 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS4160 4 13 4 0.006677796 12744
NS 962NS4200 4 18 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 962NS4240 4 7 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 962NS4251 4 7 4 0.006677796 12744




































































4 9 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 9 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 6 4 0.006677796 12.744
4 12 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 14 4 0.006677796 12.744
4 21 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 20 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 9 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 32 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 11 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 16 4 0.006677796 12,744




















4 15 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 14 4 0.006677796 12.744
4 9 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 11 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 13 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 27 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 21 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 23 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 18 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 12 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 11 4 0.006677796 12.744
4 20 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 23 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 8 4 0.006677796 12.744
4 10 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 3
4 36 4 0.006677796 12.744







2 13 2 0.003338898 6,372
4 8 4 0.006677796 12.744
4 10 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 5 4 0.006677796 12.744
4 7 4 0.006677796 12.744
4 23 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 14 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 13 4 0.006677796 12,744
4 2 11 7 0.011686144 22,302
4 2 10 7 0.011686144 22.302
104
NS 964NS30231 4 14 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS30232 4 13 4 0.006677796 12744
NS 964NS3036 4 15 4 0.006677796 12744
NS 964NS3038 4 23 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS3050 4 5 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 964NS30791 4 1
AA 964NS30792 4 1
NS 964NS30793 4 1
NS 964NS30794 4 1
NS 964NS31541 4 2
NS 964NS3159 4 17 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS32301 4 1 14 5.5 0.00918197 17.523
NS 964NS32302 4 1 12 5.5 0.00918197 17.523
NS 964NS32521 4 23 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 964NS32522 4 30 4 0.006677796 12,744
TT : 964NS32S23 4 22 4 0.006677796 : 12,744
NS 964NS32524 4 24 4 0.006677796 / 12.744
NS 964NS32525 4 23 4 0.006677796; 12,744
NS 964NS32526 4 24 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS32527 4 24 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 964NS3300 4 13 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS3310 4 5 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS3331 4 4
NS 964NS3400 4 10 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS3410 4 10 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS3501 4 8 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS3510 4 9 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS3600 4 7 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 964NS3661 4 19 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS3700 4 13 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS3710 4 10 4 0.006677796 12.744
CC 964NS3801 4 21 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS3902 4 11 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS40791 4 1
SM 964NS40792 4 2
NS 964NS40793 4 1
MA 964NS40794 4 2
NS 964NS40795 4 1
NS 964NS40797 4 1
NS 964NS4080 2 11 2 0.003338898 6.372
NS 964NS42001 4 25 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 964NS42002 4 16 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS4225 4 10 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS4250 4 9 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS4280 4 11 4 0.006677796 12.744
NS 964NS4410 4 12 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS4660 4 6 4 0.006677796 12,744
NS 964NS4880 4 12 4 0.006677796 12,744
SO MA 964SO2410 4 16 4 0.006677796 12,744
SO CC 964SO3802
TOTALS
4 19 4 0.006677796 12,744




SM 961AS36101 26 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 961AS36102 19 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961IS31121 1 25 5.5 0.005386876 22,424
SM 961IS31122 1 32 5.5 0.005386876 22,424
SM 961IS31702/IS31702 45 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 961IS31701 26 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM/SV 961IS3171 1 26 5.5 0.005386876 22.424
SM 961IS31831 10 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 961IS31832 17 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 961IS35021 3 2 29 6 0.005876592 24.463
SM 961IS35022 3 2 34 6 0.005876592 24.463
SM 961IS35023 3 2 29 6 0.005876592 24,463
SM/SM 961IS4183 4 1 23 5.5 0.005386876 22,424
SM 961IS4200 4 2 24 7 0.006856024 28.540
SM 961IS43001 3 2 34 6 0.005876592 24.463
SM 961IS43002 3 2 24 6 0.005876592 24.463
CS 961IS48001 8 1
SM 961IS48002 2 1
SM 961IS48003 2 2
SM 961IS48004 3 2 1
SM 961IS4925 3 2 6 6 0.005876592 /
Of
24,463
SM 961IS49251 3 2 2
SM 961MN21551 31 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN21552 18 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN2302 2 55 3 0.002938296 12.231
SM 961MN2303 2 28 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 961MN3105 15 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN3111 19 4 0.003917728 16.309
NS 961MN31401 29 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 961MN31402 27 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 961MN31403 26 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 961MN31404 24 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN31541 32 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 961MN31542 33 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 961MN31611 28 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN31612 27 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN31613 25 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 961MN31614 24 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN31721 24 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN31722 20 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN3221 39 2 0.001958864 8.154
SM 961MN3222 2 27 6 0.005876592 24.463
SM 961MN33011 18 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN33012 21 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN3303 25 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN3305 15 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 961MN3306 14 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 961MN3307 24 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN33091 2
SM 961MN3311 2 19 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN3371 18 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN3373 13 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN3377 7 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN3805 2 19 2 0.001958864 8,154
SM 961MN39021 2 17 3 0.002938296 12.231
SM 961MN39022 2 17 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 961MN41051 4 20 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN41052 4 14 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN41053 4 26 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN41054 4 24 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN4106 4 21 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN41451 4 21 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN41452 4 22 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN4151 2 15 2 0.001958864 8,154
SM 961MN4152 4 12 4 0.003917728 16.309
106
SM 961MN4163 4 20 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN43071 4 1
SM 961MN43101 4 19 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 961MN43102 4 24 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN43711 4 18 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 961MN43712 4 16 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 961MN43721 4 4
SM 961MN4650 4 2
SM 961MN49001 2 2 1
SM 961MN49002 4 1
SM 962AS4613 4 12 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962IS0125R 2 69 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 962IS20001 3 1 24 4.5 0.004407444 18,347
SM 962IS20002 3 1 18 4.5 0.004407444 18,347
SM 9621S3C20 3 2 26 6 0.005876592 24,463
SM 962IS3183 4 27 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962IS3503 3 2 22 6 0.005876592 24.463
SM 962IS3504 2 2 20 5 0.00489716 20,386
SM 962IS4182 4 29 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962IS4185 4 1 25 5.5 0.005386876 22,424
SM 962IS4187 3 2 14 6 0.005876592 24.463
SM 962IS4188 4 5 4 0.003917728. 16.309
SM 9621S45021 3 2 35 6 0.005876592' 24.463
SM 962IS45022 3 2 31 6 0.005876592 24.463
SM 962IS4503 4 8 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962IS46011 4 7 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962IS46012 4 12 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962IS48001 3 4
SM 962IS48002 4 1
SM 9621S48003 4 2
34 962IS48004 4 1 2
SM 962IS48005 4 1
SM 962IS48006 5 2
SM 9621S49251 4 1
EC 962JS49252 4 1
SM 962IS49253 4 1
SM 962IS49254 4 1
SM 962MN2031 4 32 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962MN2039 4 6 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN2112 2 36 3 0.002938296 12.231
SM 962MN21501 4 25 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962MN21502 4 21 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN2302 2 30 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 962MN2303 2 55 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 962MN31051 4 24 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN31052 4 19 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN31053 4 24 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962MN31054 4 27 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN31721 4 22 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN31722 4 18 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN3221 2 17 2 0.001958864 8.154
SM 962MN32221 3 2 17 6 0.005876592 24,463
SM 962MN32222 3 2 22 6 0.005876592 24,463
SM 962MN3301 4 25 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN3304 5 2 23 8 0.007835455 32,617
SM 962MN3312 3 24 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 962MN33331 4 20 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN33332 4 25 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962MN33333 4 27 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962MN3371 4 15 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962MN3372 4 27 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN3374 4 14 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN3375 4 9 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN3760 4 34 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN41051 4 19 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962MN41052 4 18 4 0.003917728 16.309
107
SM 962MN41101 1 10 5.5 0.005386876 22,424
SM 962MN41102 1 16 5.5 0.005386876 22,424
SM 962MN41251 26 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962MN41252 24 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962MN4157 2 16 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 962MN4159 17 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 962MN4161 26 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962MN4162 28 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 962MN4301 3
SM 962MN4304 12 2 0.001958864 8,154
SM 962MN4307 17 4 0.003917728 16,309
TT SM/SM 962MN4373 11 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 862MN46S0 4
SM 962MN49001 1




SM 963AS3610 20 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963IS2000 1 13 4.5 0.004407444 18,347
SM 963IS3112 1 20 5.5 0.005386876 22,424
SM 963IS3171 1 42 5.5 0.005386876 22.424
DL SM 963IS3171Z 1 28 5.5 0.005386876' 22.424
SM 963JS31831 27 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 963IS31832 20 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 963IS35021 2 23 6 0.005876592 24.463
SM 963IS35022 2 20 6 0.005876592 24.463
TT EC/SM 963IS41631 1 24 5.5 0.005386876 22,424
TT EC/SM 963IS41832 1 27 5.5 0.005386876 22.424
SM 963IS41871 2 1
SM 963IS41872 2 1
SM 963IS42001 2 29 7 0.006856024 28,540
SM 963IS42002 2 22 7 0.006856024 28,540
SM 963IS4300 3 2 23 6 0.005876592 24,463
NS 963IS48002 2 1
SM 963IS48003 3 2
SM 963IS49251 1 3 1
SM 963IS49252 4 1 1
SM 963IS49253 4 1
DL SM 963MN2150Z 4 6 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN2155 4 17 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 963MN2302 2 43 3 0.002938296 12^31
SM 963MN2303 2 26 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 963MN31051 4 21 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 963MN31052 4 18 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 963MN3111 4 27 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 963MN31401 4 14 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 963MN31402 4 27 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 963MN31541 4 30 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN31542 4 45 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN31543 4 30 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN31611 4 23 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN31612 4 22 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN3172 4 16 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN3221 2 18 2 0.001958864 8,154
SM 963MN3222 3 2 7 6 0.005876592 24,463
SM 963MN3301 4 15 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN3303 4 16 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN3305 3 24 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 963MN3306 3 24 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 963MN33071 4 23 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN33072 4 25 4 0.003917728 16,309
CC 963MN3309 4 23 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 963MN3311 1 2 7 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 963MN3371 4 21 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN3805 2 16 2 0.001958864 8,154
108
DL
SM 963MN41051 4 26 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN41052 4 20 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN41111 4 1 21 5.5 0.005386876 22,424
SM 963MN41112 4 1 14 5.5 0.005386876 22,424
SM 963MN4112 4 16 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN41451 4 21 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN41452 4 22 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 963MN41453 4 23 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN4151 2 19 2 0.001958864 8,154
SM 963MN4152 4 14 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN4158 2 12 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 963MN4163 4 24 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN43021 4 1
SM 963MN43101 4 28 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN43102 4 26 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN4312 4 11 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN4371 4 16 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN4376 4 23 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 963MN49001 2 1
SM 963MN49002 2 1
SM 963MN49003 2 1
SM 963MN49004 2 1
,
SM 963MN4970 4 13 4 0.003917728 ? 16,309
SM 963MN497QA 2 1
SM 963MN49701 2 1
SM 964IS0125R 2 35 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 964JS30201 3 2 25 6 0.005876592 24,463
SM 964IS30202 3 2 25 6 0.005876592 24,463
SM 964IS3170 4 13 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964IS3183 4 26 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964IS35041 2 2 13 5 0.00489716 20,386
SM 964IS35042 2 2 14 5 0.00489716 20,386
SM 964IS41821 4 30 4 0.003917728 16.309
SM 964IS41822 4 22 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964IS4320 4 9 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964IS4502 3 2 38 6 0.005876592 24,463
SM 964IS4503 4 9 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964IS4601 4 9 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964IS48001 2 1
SM 964IS48002 2 2 1
SM 964IS48003 2 1
34 964IS4925A 3 1
SM 964IS4925B 4 1
SM 964IS49251 4 9 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964IS49252 4 19 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964IS49253 4 2 2
34 964IS49254 2 1
SM 964IS49257 2 1
SM 964IS49258 2 1
SM 964IS49259 2 1
SM 964MN20311 4 29 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964MN20312 4 13 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964MN20313 4 23 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964MN20314 4 27 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964MN2111 2 42 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 964MN21501 4 36 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964MN21502 4 26 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964MN21503 4 22 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964MN21504 4 30 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964MN2302 2 42 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 964MN2303 2 35 3 0.002938296 12,231
SM 964MN31051 4 18 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964MN31052 4 23 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964MN31053 4 24 4 0.003917728 16,309
SM 964MN3172Z 4 26 4 0.003917728 16,309










































4 25 4 0.003917728 16,309
2 1 32 3.5 0.003428012 14.270
3 2 23 6 0.005876592 24.463
27 4 0.003917728 16.309
24 4 0.003917728 16.309
2 18 8 0.007835455 32.617
17 3 0.002938296 12.231
25 4 0.003917728 16.309
25 4 0.003917728 16.309
22 4 0.003917728 16.309
25 4 0.003917728 16.309




16 4 0.003917728 16.309
14 4 0.003917728 16.309
6 4 0.003917728 16.309
1
2
11 4 0.003917728 16,309
18 4 0.003917728 16.309
16 4 0.003917728 16.309
20 4 0.003917728 16.309
19 4 0.003917728 16,309
2 3
2 2
2 18 3 0.002938296 12.231
4 17 4 0.003917728 16.309
4 21 4 0.003917728 16.309
4 24 4 0.003917728 16.309
4 14 4 0.003917728 16.309
2 8 2 0.001958864 8,154
4 11 4 0.003917728 16,309
4 12 4 0.003917728 16.309
4 17 4 0.003917728 16,309
4 2
4 19 4 0.003917728 16,309
4 15 •' 4 0.003917728 16,309
2 1
4 1






AA S61AA2021 4 1 12 5.5 0.013888889 16.441
AA 961AA2036 3 2 15 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 961AA2042 3 2 4
AA 961AA2339 3 2 17 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 961AA3202 3 2 13 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 961AA3276 3 2 11 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 961AA3402 3 2 8 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 961AA3451 3 2 11 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 961AA3802 3 2 12 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 961AA3815 3 2 13 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 961AA3818 3 2 14 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 961AA3820 3 2 1
AA 961AA3852 4 7 4 0.01010101 11,957
AA 961AA39001 3 2 2
AA 961AA4000 1 48 1 0.002525253 2989
AA 961AA4318 4 11 4 0.01010101 11,957
AA 961AA4341 3 2 22 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 961AA4704 3 2 6 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 961AA4830 3 2 22 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 961AA4850 3 2 10 6 0.015151515 17.935
SP 961AA4870 4 9 4 0.01010101 i 11.957
AA 961AA49001 4 1 0'
^P 961AA49002 3 •1 &0
SP 961AA49003 5 1
ME/AA 961AA49004 5 1
AA 961AA49005 3 2 1
AA 961AA49006 2 1
AA 962AAR242 5 3
AA 962AAR261 5 2
AA 962AA2035 3 2 11 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 962AA2043 3 2 12 6 0.015151515 17,935
ME 962AA2440 3 2 17 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 962AA2801 3 2 6 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 962AA2820 3 2 14 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 962AA31012/AA3101 3 2 15 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 962AA3251 4 1 14 5.5 0.013888889 16,441
AA 962AA3340 3 2 14 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 962AA3501Z/AA3501 3 2 24 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 962AA3804 3 13 3 0.007575758 8,968
AA 962AA3851 3 2 7 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 962AA39001 4 1
AA 962AA39002 4 1 1
AA 962AA39003 3 2 1
AA 962AA4000 1 25 1 0.002525253 2,989
AA 962AA4103 3 2 6 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 962AA4273 , 3 2 11 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 962AA4276 3 2 10 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 962AA4304 3 2 8 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 962AA4342 3 2 9 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 962AA4844 4 6 4 0.01010101 11,957
AA 962AA4871 2 2 10 5 -. 0.012626263 14,946
AA 962AA49001 1 2 1
AA 962AA49002 3 1
AA 962AA49003 1 4 1
AA 962AA49004 2 2 1
AA 962AA49005 3 1
AA 962AA49006 3 1
AA 962AA49007 4 1
AA 962AA49008 2 1
AA 962AA49009 4 1
AA 963AAR242 5 1
AA 963AA2021 4 1 8 5.5 0.013888889 16,441
AA 963AA2036 3 2 6 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 963AA2042 3 2 6 6 0.015151515 17,935






AA 963AA3202Z/AA3202 3 2 9 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 963AA3272 3 2 5 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 963AA3451 3 2 8 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 963AA3802 3 2 7 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 963AA3811 1 2 17 4 0.01010101 11.957
AA 963AA3815 3 2 17 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 963AA3818 3 2 12 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 963AA4000 1 34 1 0.002525253 2.989
AA 963AA4306 3 2 7 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 963AA4323 3 2 13 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 963AA4341 3 2 14 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 963AA4431 3 2 5 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 963AA4452 4 4
AA 963AA4507Z /AA4507 3 2 8 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 963AA4641 3 2 16 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 963AA4816 4 7 4 0.01010101 11.957
AA 963AA4831 3 2 21 6 0.015151515
,
17.935
SP 963AA4870 4 14 4 0.01010101 / 11.957
AA 963AA49001 3 2 1
AA 963AA49002 3 1 6
AA 963AA49003 2 2 1
AA 963AA49004 2 1
AA 964AAR242 5 8 5 0.012626263 14.946
AA 964AAR261 5 6 5 0.012626263 14.946
AA 964AA2035 3 , 2 15 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 964AA2043 3 2 18 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 964AA2440 3 2 16 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 964AA2801 3 2 2
AA 964AA2820 3 2 3
AA 964AA3101 3 2 14 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 964AA3251Z/AA3251 4 1 40 5.5 0.013888889 16,441
AA 964AA3340 3 2 22 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 964AA3501 3 2 11 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 964AA3804 3 9 3 0.007575758 8,968
AA 964AA3851 3 2 14 6 0.015151515 17.935
AA 964AA4000 1 24 1 0.002525253 2.989
AA 964AA4201Z/AA4201 4 10 4 0.01010101 11,957
AA 964AA4273 3 2 6 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 964AA43421 3 2 1
AA 964AA4451 3 2 6 6 0.015151515 17,935
AA 964AA47031 4 1 1
AA 964AA4871 2 2 14 5 0.012626263 14,946
AA 964AA4900A 3 2 1
SP 964AA49001 2 1
AA 964AA49002 4 1
AA 964AA49003 4 1
AA 964AA49004 3 2 1
AA 964AA49005 4 1
AA 964AA49007 3 2 1
AA 964AA49008 8 1
AA 964AA49009 4 8 1






CS 961CS29701 4 1 19 5.5 0.01010101 15,979
CS 961CS29702 4 1 12 5.5 0.01010101 15.979
CS 961CS29703 4 1 16 5.5 0.01010101 15.979
CS 961CS29711 3 2 15 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 961CS29712 3 2 19 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 961CS29713 3 2 20 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 961CS30101 4 18 4 0.007346189 11.621
CS 961CS30102 4 10 4 0.007346189 11.621
CS 961CS3030 4 12 4 0.007346189 11.621
CS 961CS3310 4 19 4 0.007346189 11.621
CS 961CS3320 3 1 20 4.5 0.008264463 13.074
CS 961CS3450 3 2 18 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 961CS3460Z/CS3460 3 1 46 4.5 0.008264463 : 13.074
CS 961CS36001 3 2 18 6 0.011019284/ 17.432
CS 961CS36002 3 7 2 ' 22 6 H0.011019284 17.432
CS 961CS36003 3 2 19 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 961CS39201 3 2 6 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 961CS41121 3 2 19 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 961CS41122 3 2 15 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 961CS41131 4 1
CS 961CS4202 3 2 14 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 961CS4203 3 2 25 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 961CS4311 3 2 9 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 961CS4313 4 6 4 0.007346189 11,621
CS 961CS4322 3 1 8 4.5 0.008264463 13.074
CS 961CS4473 3 2 7 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 961CS4530 3 8 3 0.005509642 8,716
CS 961CS4550 4 15 4 0.007346189 11.621
CS 961CS48001 4 1
CS 961CS4900 2 17 3 0.005509642 8,716
CS 961CS4910B 4 1
CS 961CS4910D 4 1
CS 961CS4910E 8 1
CS 961CS49101 8 2
CS 961CS49102 8 1
CS 961CS49103 8 1
CS 961CS49104 6 1
CS 961CS49105 6 1 f
CS 961CS49106 8 3
CS 961CS49107 4 1
CS 961CS49108 8 1
CS 961CS49109 8 1
CS 961CS49201 3 29 3 0.005509642 8,716
OR 961CS49202 3 15 3 0.005509642 8,716
CS 962CSR100 2 1 19 3.5 0.006427916 10,169
CS 962CSR101 2 1 17 3.5 0.006427916 10,169
CS 962CS2970 4 1 8 5.5 0.01010101 15,979
CS 962CS2971 3 2 22 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 962CS29721 3 2 13 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 962CS29722 3 2 9 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 962CS30301 4 22 4 0.007346189 11,621
CS 962CS30302 4 16 4 0.007346189 11,621
CS 962CS30303 4 18 4 0.007346189 11.621
CS 962CS3111 4 22 4 0.007346189 11,621
CS 962CS32001 3 2 19 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 962CS32002 3 2 13 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 962CS3300 3 2 24 6 0.011019284 17,432
113
uw 962CS3502 4 18 4 0.007346189 11.621
CS 962CS3600 3 2 22 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 962CS3601 4 24 4 0.007346189 11.621
CS 962CS36501 4 13 4 0.007346189 11.621
CS 962CS36502 4 15 4 0.007346189 11.621
CS 962CS3700 3 2 15 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 962CS39201 2 1
CS 962CS4150 4 5 4 0.007346189 11,621
CS 962CS4312 3 1 15 4.5 0.008264463 13.074
CS 962CS4314 3 2 6 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 962CS4470 3 2 5 6 0.011019284 17.432
DL CS 962CS4500Z / CS4500 3 1 36 4.5 0.008264463 13.074
CS 962CS4520 3 8 3 0.005509642 8.716







CS 962CS48007 3 2
CS 962CS48008 8 0/
CS 962CS49101 4 0'
CS 962CS49102 2 4,
CS 962CS49104 8
CS 962CS49105 4 8 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 962CS49106 2 4 3
CS 962CS49107 8 2
CS 962CS49201 3 2 6 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 962CS49202 3 2 8 6 0.011019284 17.432
OR 962CS49203 3 13 3 0.005509642 8,716
CS 962CS49204 2 1 7 3.5 0.006427916 10,169
CS 963CS2970 4 1 17 5.5 0.01010101 15.979
CS 963CS2971 3 2 26 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 963CS3010 4 17 4 0.007346189 11,621
CS 963CS3310 4 24 4 0.007346189 11.621
CS 963CS3320 3 1 21 4.5 0.008264463 13.074
CS 963CS3450 3 2 19 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 963CS3460 3 1 20 4.5 0.008264463 13,074
CS 963CS3505 3 2 17 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 963CS36001 3 2 23 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 963CS36002 3 2 27 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 963CS36003 3 2 19 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 963CS39201 1 1
CS 963CS4112 3 2 15 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 963CS4150 4 6 4 0.007346189 11,621
MA 963CS4202 3 2 12 6 0.011019284 17,432
CS 963CS4203 3 2 11 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 963CS4313 4 8 4 0.007346189 11.621
CS 963CS4322 3 1 9 4.5 0.008264463 13,074
CS 963CS4471 3 2 7 6 0.011019284 17.432
CS 963CS4473 3 2 5 6 0.011019284 17,432


















cs 963CS49102 4 1
cs 963CS49103 4 1
cs 963CS49104 6 1
cs 963CS49105 4 1
cs 963CS49107 5 1
cs 963CS49108 6 1
cs 963CS49109 8 1
cs 963CS4920Z / CS49202 3 38 3 0.005509642 8,716
cs 963CS49201 3 4
uw 963CS49203 3 12 3 0.005509642 8,716
cs 963CS49204 1 2 7 4 0.007346189 11,621
cs 964CSR1001 2 1 20 3.5 0.006427916 10,169
cs 964CSR1002 2 1 16 3.5 0.006427916 10,169
cs 964CSR1011 2 1 24 3.5 0.006427916 10,169
cs 964CSR1012 2 1 16 3.5 0.006427916 10,169
cs 964CS2971 3 2 28 6 0.011019284 17,432
cs 964CS2972 3 2 10 6 0.011019284 17,432
cs 964CS2973 3 2 20 6 0.011019284 17,432
cs 964CS30301 4 16 4 0.007346189 11,621
cs 964CS30302 4 17 4 0.007346189 11,621
cs 964CS3111 4 23 4 0.007346189 11,621
cs 964CS3200 3 2 11 6 0.011019284; 17,432
cs 964CS3300 3 2 14 6 0.011019284' 17,432
cs 964CS3502Z / CS35021 4 47 4 0.007346189 11,621
cs 964CS35022 4 10 4 0.007346189 11,621
cs 964CS36001 3 2 24 6 0.011019284 17,432
cs 964CS36002 3 2 27 6 0.011019284 17,432
cs 964CS36003 3 2 25 6 0.011019284 17,432
cs 964CS3601 4 9 4 0.007346189 11,621
cs 964CS3650 4 23 4 0.007346189 11,621
cs 964CS4310 4 14 4 0.007346189 11,621
uw 964CS4470 3 2 7 6 0.011019284 17,432
cs 964CS4472 3 2 13 6 0.011019284 17,432
MA 964CS4500 3 1 15 4.5 0.008264463 13,074
cs 964CS4520Z/CS4520 3 33 3 0.005509642 8,716









OR 964CS48004 2 4
cs 964CS48005 6 2
cs 964CS48007 6
cs 964CS48008 8 2
cs 964CS48009 4
cs 964CS4910A 8
cs 964CS4910C 3 2
















SM 964CS49105 8 1
CS 964CS49107 8 1
CS 964CS49108 6 1
CS 964CS49109 8 1
CS 964CS49201 1 2 5 4 0.007346189 11.621
CS 964CS49202 4 1 9 5.5 0.01010101 15,979




388 597 1974 544.5 1 1,581,960
EC EC 961EC1010 1 1 37 2.5 0.003101737 6,807
EC 961EC2100 4 2 11 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 961EC2170 4 2 12 7 0.008684864 19.059
EC 961EC2220 2 4 13 8 0.009925558 21,781
EC 961EC2300 3 2 14 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 961EC2320 3 8 3 0.003722084 8,168
EC 961EC2400 3 1 30 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 961EC25001 3 2 16 6 0.007444169 16.336
SP 961EC25002 3 2 15 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 961EC2610 3 1 17 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 961EC2820 3 2 23 6 0.007444169 16,336
SP 961EC29901 4 1
EC 961EC29902 4 2
EC 961EC29903 8 1
EC 961EC29904 8 1
EC 961EC3100 3 1 9 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 961EC3210 3 1 4
EC 961EC3400 3 1 17 4.5 0.005583127 12.252
EC 961EC3410 4 18 4 0.004962779 10.891
EC 961EC3450 4 11 4 0.004962779 10.891
EC 961EC3500 4 12 4 0.004962779 10,891
EC 961EC3550 3 1 15 4.5
'
0.005583127 12.252
EC 961EC3610 3 2 10 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 961EC3800 3 2 13 6 0.007444169 16.336
EC 961EC3830 3 2 17 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 961EC3850 3 17 3 0.003722084 8.168
EC 961EC3910 3 13 3 0.003722084 8.168
EC 961EC3920 3 2 13 6 0.007444169 16.336
CS 961EC4000 3 57 3 0.003722084 8.168
EC 961EC4130 4 2 6 7 0.008684864 19.059
EC 961EC4420 3 1 6 4.5 0.005583127 12^52
EC 961EC4470 3 1 4
EC 961EC4550 4 16 4 0.004962779 10,891
EC 961EC4580 4 16 4 0.004962779 10,891
EC 961EC4630 3 10 3 0.003722084 8,168
EC 961EC4820 3 1 15 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 961EC4900A 2
__










EC 961EC4910 3 3 0.003722084 8,168
CS 961EC49101 8
EC 961EO2402 4 1 5 5.5 0.006823821 14.975





EC 961E035231 4 2 15 7 0.008684864 19.059
EC 961E035232 4 2 21 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 961E035233 4 2 22 7 0.008684864 19.059
IW 961EO4011 3 2 13 6 0.007444169 16.336
EW 961E04612Z 4 2 12 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 962EC1010 1 1 27 2.5 0.003101737 6.807
EC 962EC2010 3 1 24 4.5 0.005583127 12.252
EC 962EC2100 4 2 7 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 962EC2170 4 2 8 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 962EC2200 3 3 16 7.5 0.009305211 20,420
EC 962EC2270 4 2 6 7 0.008684864 19.059
EC 962EC2300 3 2 13 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 962EC2400 3 1 12 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 962EC24101 3 1 15 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 962EC24102 3 1 18 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 962EC2500 3 2 6 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 962EC2600 4 16 4 0.004962779 10,891
EC 962EC2650 4 2 8 7 0.008684864 19.059
EC 962EC2800 3 2 13 6 0.007444169 16.336
EC 962EC2820 3 2 5 6 0.007444169 16.336
EC 962EC29901 8 1
EC 962EC29902 8 1
EC 962EC3150 3 2 14 6 0.007444169/ 16,336
EC 962EC3310 3 2 7 6 0.007444169 16.336
EC 962EC3420 3 1 9 4.5 0.005583127 12.252
EC 962EC3510 3 1 14 4.5 0.005583127 12^52
EC 962EC3600 3 2 17 6 0.007444169 16.336
EC 962EC3670 4 2 22 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 962EC3820 3 1 10 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 962EC3840Z/EC3840 3 2 33 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 962EC4210 3 3
EC 962EC4450 4 1 11 5.5 0.006823821 14,975
EC 962EC4500 3 7 3 0.003722084 8.168
EC 962EC4570 4 13 4 0.004962779 10,891
EC 962EC4590 3 15 3 0.003722084 8,168
EW 962EC4610 3 2 6 6 0.007444169 16,336
EW 962EC4620 3 2 10 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 962EC4870 3 2 15 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 962EC4900A 3 1
EC 962EC4900B 4 1
EC 962EC4900D 1 1
EC 962EC4900E 3 1
EC 962EC4900F 2 1
EC 962EC4900G 5 1
EC 962EC4900H 3 3 1
EC 962EC49001 4 1
EC 962EC49002 3 1
EC 962EC49003 1 1
EC 962EC49004 5 1
EC 962EC49005 2 2
EC 962EC49006 4 1
EC 962EC49007 1 1
EC "962EC49009 4 1
EC 962EC4990 3 21 3 0.003722084 8,168
EC 962E024131 4 2 12 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 962E024132 4 2 27 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 962E02652 4 1 14 5.5 0.006823821 14.975
EC 962EO3205 3 1 13 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
IW 962EO3402 4 1 7 5.5 0.006823821 14,975
EC 962E035131 4 2 18 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 962E035132 4 2 13 7 0.008684864 19,059
SP 962E03816 3 6 3 0.003722084 8,168
EC 962EO4602 3 9 3 0.003722084 8.168
IW 962E04622 3 2 11 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 963EC1010 1 1 32 2.5 0.003101737 6,807





EC 963EC2220 2 4 11 8 0.009925558 21,781
EC 963EC2300 3 2 11 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 963EC2320 3 13 '3 0.003722084 8.168
EC 963EC2400 3 1 24 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 963EC2410 3 1 12 4.5 0.005583127 12^52
EC 963EC2500 3 2 19 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 963EC2610 3 1 10 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 963EC2820 3 2 17 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 963EC29901 4 1
EC 963EC29902 6 1
EC 963EC3130 4 2 5 7 0.008684864 19.059
EC 963EC3200 3 2 14 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 963EC3320 3 2 6 6 0.007444169 16.336
EC 963EC3400 3 1 24 4.5 0.005583127 12.252
EC 963EC3410 4 14 4 0.004962779 10,891
EC 963EC3500 4 19 4 0.004962779 10,891
EC 963EC3550 3 1 31 4.5 0.005583127 12^52
EC 963EC3630 3 9 3 0.003722084 8,168
EC 963EC3800 3 2 10 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 963EC3850Z/EC3850 3 1 37 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 963EC3910 3 2 14 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 963EC39901 4 1 Or
CS 963EC4000 3 47 3 0.003722084* 8,168
CC 963EC4010 3 2 15 6 0.007444169 16.336
EC 963EC43401 3 2 1
EC 963EC4350 3 1 5 4.5 0.005583127 1^252
EC 963EC4410 3 1 5 4.5 0.005583127 1^252
EC 963EC4550 4 11 4 0.004962779 10,891
EC 963EC4580 4 5 4 0.004962779 10.891
EC 963EC4600 3 6 3 0.003722084 8.168
IW 963EC4680 3 3 18 7.5 0.009305211 20.420
EC 963EC4830 3 1 11 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 963EC49001 3 2 1
EC 963EC49002 3 1
EC 963EC49003 4 1
EC 963EC49004 3 2 1
EC 963EC49005 2 2 1
EC 963EC49007 6 1
EC 963EC4920 3 12 3 0.003722084 8.168
EC 963EC4940 4 14 4 0.004962779 10,891
EC 963EO2402 4 1 9 5.5 0.006823821 14,975
EC 963EQ24131 4 2 18 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 963E024132 4 2 27 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 963E03513 4 2 26 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 963E03523 4 2 32 7 0.008684864 19.059
EC 963EO3602 4 2 14 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 963EO3802 3 2 10 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 964EC1010 1 1 76 2.5 0.003101737 6,807
EC 964EC2010 3 1 19 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 964EC2100 4 2 23 7 0.008684864 19,059
EC 964EC2200 3 3 15 7.5 0.009305211 20.420
EC 964EC2270 4 >. 2 7 7 0.008684864 19.059
EC 964EC2300 3 2 13 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 964EC2400 3 1 5 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 964EC2410 3 1 25 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 964EC2500 3 2 21 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 964EC2600 4 6 4 0.004962779 10,891
EC 964EC2800 3 2 13 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 964EC29901 8 1
EC 964EC29902 8 1
EC 964EC29903 8 1
EC 964EC3310 3 2 8 6 0.007444169 16.336
EC 964EC3420 3 1 9 4.5 0.005583127 12.252
EC 964EC3510 3 1 12 4.5 0.005583127 12,252
EC 964EC3600 3 2 10 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 964EC3820Z/EC3820 3 1 27 4.5 0.005583127 12.252
118
DL
EC 964EC39901 1 2 1
EC 964EC4150 4 1 7 5.5 0.006823821 14,975
EC 964EC4220 3 1 5 4.5 0.005583127 12252
EC 964EC4300 3 1 6 4.5 0.005583127 12252
EC 964EC4450 4 1 5 5.5 0.006823821 14.975
EC 964EC4560 3 2 12 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 964EC4620 3 2 7 6 0.007444169 16,336
EC 964EC4690 3 3 10 7.5 0.009305211 20.420
EC 964EC4700 3 16 3 0.003722084 8.168
EC 964EC4800 3 19 3 0.003722084 8.168
EC 964EC4810 3 2 9 6 0.007444169 16.336
EC 964EC4900A 3 2
EC 964EC4900B 3 2
EC 964EC4900C 3
EC 964EC4900D 4 0,'
EC 964EC4900E 2 0/




EC 964EC4900J 2 2
EC 964EC4900K 4









EC 964EC49005 1 2
EC 964EC49007 3 2
EC 964EC49008 3 2
EC 964EC49009 3
EC 964EC4970 3 3 0.003722084 8,168
EC 964EC49901 3 2
EC 964E02652 4 1 10 5.5 0.006823821 14,975
EC 964EO3205 3 1 10 4.5 0.005583127 12252
EC 964EO3402 4 1 9 5.5 0.006823821 14.975
EC 964E03512 3 2 29 6 0.007444169 16.336
CC 964E03513 4 2 48 7 0.008684864 19.059
EC 964E03523 4 2 29 7 0.008684864 19.059
SP 964E03816 3 10 3 0.003722084 8.168
EC 964E03911 3 19 3 0.003722084 8.168
EC 964E04612Z/E04612
TOTALS
4 2 22 7 0.008684864 19,059






MA 961MAR118 3 3 4
MA 961 MAR 142 2 4
EC 961MA1043 2 16 2 0.004651163 6,998
MA 961MA1117 5 2 15 8 0.018604651 27.990
MA 961MA11181 5 2 35 8 0.018604651 27.990
MA 961MA11182 5 2 53 8 0.018604651 27.990
MA 961MA2049 3 15 3 0.006976744 10.496
MA 961MA2051 4 1 8 5.5 0.012790698 19.243
MA 961MA21211 4 20 4 0.009302326 13,995
MA 961MA21212 4 32 4 0.009302326 13.995
MA 961MA21213 4 29 4 0.009302326 13.995
MA 961MA2138 5 28 5 0.011627907 17.494
MA 961MA3025 5 1 29 6.5 0.015116279 22.742
EC 961 MA3030Z / MA3030 4 1 42 5.5 0.012790698 19.243
MA 961MA30421 4 34 4 0.009302326 13.995
MA 961MA30422 4 26 4 0.009302326 13.995
MA 961MA30423 4 10 4 0.009302326 13,995
MA 961MA3046 4 1 8 5.5 0.012790698 19,243
MA 961MA3132 4 13 4 0.009302326 13.995
MA 961 MA3232Z / MA3232 4 1 9 5.5 0.012790698 19,243
MA 961MA33931 2 1 .
MA 961MA4026 4 7 4 0.009302326 * 13,995
MA 961MA41031 4 1 o'
MA 961MA4248 4 1 12 5.5 0.012790698 19,243
MA 961MA4362 3 9 3 0.006976744 10,496
MA 961MA4391 4 1
MA 961MA43931 4 1
MA 961MA43932 4 1
MA 961MA43933 3 1
MA 961MA46751 3 1
MA 961MA46931 3 1
MA 962MAR117 3 3 9 7.5 0.01744186 26,241
MA 962MAR118 3 3 11 7.5 0.01744186 26,241
MA 962MAR125 3 14 3 0.006976744 10,496
MA 962MAR142 2 19 2 0.004651163 6.998
MA 962MA1025 4 5 4 0.009302326 13,995
MA 962MA1042 2 10 2 0.004651163 6.998
MA 962MA1043 2 17 2 0.004651163 6.998
MA 962MA1117 5 2 51 8 0.018604651 27,990
MA 962MA1118 5 2 18 8 0.018604651 27.990
MA 962MA2049 3 15 3 0.006976744 10.496
MA 962MA2121 4 20 4 0.009302326 13.995
MA 962MA23001 5 19 5 0.011627907 17,494
MA 962MA23002 5 13 5 0.011627907 17.494
MA 962MA3046 4 1 21 5.5 0.012790698 19.243
MA 962MA31101 4 30 4 , 0.009302326 13.995
MA 962MA31102 4 28 4 0.009302326 13.995
MA 962MA3132 4 15 4 0.009302326 13,995
MA 962MA3139 4 29 4 0.009302326 13,995
MA 962MA3232 4 1 5 5.5 0.012790698 19,243
MA 962MA3243 4 1 10 5.5 0.012790698 19.243
MA 962MA3610 3 11 3 0.006976744 10,496
MA 962MA4103 3 1
MA 962MA4248 4 1 1
OR 962MA4303 4 2
MA 962MA4322 3 10 3 0.006976744 10.496
MA 962MA4393 3 3
MA 962MA43931 3 1
MA 962MA4560 4 6 4 0.009302326 13.995
MA 962MA4565 3 2
MA 962MA4693 3 3
MA 963MAR117 3 3 5 7.5 0.01744186 26.241
MA 963MAR118 3 3 7 7.5 0.01744186 26.241
MA 963MAR 1 42 / 963MA1042 2 19 2 0.004651163 6.998

































































5 2 10 8 0.018604651 27,990
5 2 28 8 0.018604651 27 ;990
5 2 6 8 0.018604651 27,990
3 13 3 0.006976744 10,496
4 1 9 5.5 0.012790698 19,243
4 31 4 0.009302326 13,995
4 27 4 0.009302326 13,995
5 20 5 0.011627907 17,494
5 1 14 6.5 0.015116279 22,742
4 1 9 5.5 0.012790698 19,243
4 15 4 0.009302326 13,995
4 1 6 5.5 0.012790698 19.243
4 13 4 0.009302326 13,995
4 1 3
3 11 3 0.006976744 10,496
3 11 3 0.006976744 10,496
3 1
4 6 4 0.009302326 13.995
3 9 3 0.006976744 10.496
3 1 1
3 1 1






3 3 22 7.5 0.01744186 26,241
3 3 27 7.5 0.01744186 26.241
3 14 3 0.006976744 10.496
2 38 2 0.004651163 6.998
4 30 4 0.009302326 13,995
4 34 4 0.009302326 13.995
2 38 2 0.004651163 6,998
2 33 2 0.004651163 6,998
2 39 2 0.004651163 6.998
5 2 61 8 0.018604651 27.990
5 2 59 8 0.018604651 27.990
5 2 38 8 0.018604651 27.990
3 8 3 0.006976744 10,496
4 31 4 0.009302326 13.995
5 39 5 0.011627907 17,494
5 34 5 0.011627907 17,494
5 32 5 0.011627907 17,494
4 1 31 5.5 0.012790698 19,243
4 16 4 0.009302326 13,995
4 12 4 0.009302326 13,995
4 22 4 0.009302326 13,995
4 1 5 5.5 0.012790698 19,243
4 1 5 5.5 0.012790698 19,243
3 8 3 0.006976744 10,496


















































































4 1 9 5.5 0.013513514
3 2 16 6 0.014742015
3 18 3 0.007371007
2 18 3 0.007371007
3 11 3 0.007371007
3 2 9 6 0.014742015
3 2 6 6 0.014742015
2 4 14 8 0.01965602
4 20 4 0.00982801
4 23 4 0.00982801
4 1 11 5.5 0.013513514
4 8 4 0.00982801
4 8 4 0.00982801
4 10 4 0.00982801
4 9 4 0.00982801
3 2 9 6 0.014742015
4 1
3 2 7 6 0.014742015
3 2 21 6 0.014742015
3 2 21 6 0.014742015
4 6 4 0.00982801
4 1
3 2 12 6 0.014742015
2 4 8 8 0.01965602
4 1 12 5.5 0.013513514
3 2 14 6 0.014742015
4 1 24 5.5 0.013513514
3 2 15 6 0.014742015
3 7 3 0.007371007
3 7 4.5 0.011056511
3 2 13 6 0.014742015
3 8 3 0.007371007
2 8 3 0.007371007
4 8 4 0.00982801
4 7 4 0.00982801
4 23 4 0.00982801
4 13 4 0.00982801
3 2 13 6 0.014742015
3 2 13 6 0.014742015
4 6 4 0.00982801
4 7 4 0.00982801
3 2 18 6 0.014742015
3 2 15 6 0.014742015
3 2 17 6 0.014742015
4 1 14 5.5 0.013513514
3 2 10 6 0.014742015
3 12 3 0.007371007
2 12 3 0.007371007
3 6 3 0.007371007
3 2 12 6 0.014742015
3 2 11 6 0.014742015
2 4 11 8 0.01965602
4 8 4 0.00982801
4 9 4 0.00982801
4 1 18 5.5 0.013513514
4 8 4 0.00982801
3 7 3 0.007371007
3 2 7 6 0.014742015
3 5 3 0.007371007
2 5 3 0.007371007
3 2 9 6 0.014742015
3 2 8 6 0.014742015
3 2 4
3 2 14 6 0.014742015

































































PH 963TS4000 3 2 16 6 0.014742015 19,650
ME 963TS4001 3 2 15 6 0.014742015 19,650
ME 964ME1000 3 12 3 0.007371007 9,825
AA 964ME2502 4 1 10 5.5 0.013513514 i 18.012
ME 964ME2601 3 2 17 6 0.014742015 f 19.650
ME 964ME3150 4 1 211 5.5 KL013513514 18.012
MESV 964ME3201 3 2 16 6 0.014742015 19,650
MESV 964ME3240 3 25 3 0.007371007 9,825
MESV 964ME3241 3 25 4.5 0.011056511 14,737
ME 964ME3521 3 2 16 6 0.014742015 19,650
ME 964ME3801 3 10 3 0.007371007 9,825
ME 964ME3802 2 10 3 0.007371007 9.825
ME 964ME4160 4 9 4 0.00982801 13,100
ME 964ME4612 4 8 4 0.00982801 13.100
ME 964ME4731 4 9 4 0.00982801 13.100
ME 964ME49021 2 2
ME 964ME49022 4 1
ME 964MS2201 3 2 15 6 0.014742015 19,650
ME 964MS3202 3 2 9 6 0.014742015 19,650
ME 964MS4312 3 2 5 6 0.014742015 19.650
ME 964TS3001 3 2 a 6 0.014742015 19.650
PH/ME 964TS4002 2 4 15 8 0.01965602 26,200





OC 961OC3120 4 3 7 8.5 0.049707602 42.792
oc 961OC3230 4 13 4 0.023391813 20,138
oc 961OC3240 4 2 13 7 0.040935673 35.241
oc 961OC3260 4 24 4 0.023391813 20.138
oc 961OC3570 2 4 3
oc 961OC4220 4 1 7 5.5 0.032163743 27,689
oc 961CC4331 4 12 4 0.023391813 20.138
oc 961CC4413 4 1 21 5.5 0.032163743 27,689
oc 961OC49001 3 1
SM 962OC2020 1 2 10 4 0.023391813 20.138
oc 962OC3030 1 2 8 4 0.023391813 20.138
oc 962OC3150 3 2 10 6 0.035087719 30.206
MR/OC 9620C3212 4 20 4 0.023391813 20.138
OC 962OC3230 3 1 13 4.5 0.026315789 22,655
oc 962OC3260 4 8 4 0.023391813 20.138
oc 962OC3610 2 2 4 i
oc 962CC4211 4 12 4 0.023391813/ 20.138
PH 9620C4267 4 14 4 0.023391813 20.138
OC 962CC4335 3 2 6 6 0.035087719 30,206
OC 962OC49001 4 1
oc 963OC2020 1 2 8 4 0.023391813 20.138
oc 963OC3120 4 3 13 8.5 0.049707602 42.792
oc 963OC3240 4 2 20 7 0.040935673 35.241
oc 963OC3902 3 2 12 6 0.035087719 30.206
oc 9630C4213 3 1 12 4.5 0.026315789 22.655
oc 9630C4267 4 13 4 0.023391813 20.138
oc 9630C4331 4 19 4 0.023391813 20.138
oc/oc 963OC49001 1 1
oc 963OC49002 3 1
oc 963OC49003 3 1
oc 963OC49004 3 1
oc 963OC49005 3 1
oc 963OC49007 3 2
oc 963OC49008 3 1
oc 964OC3230 4 19 4 0.023391813 20.138
oc 9640C3266 3 2 14 6 0.035087719 30.206
oc 9640C3321 4 13 4 0.023391813 20.138
oc 9640C3522 4 2 11 7 0.040935673 35,241
oc 964OC3570 2 4 12 8 0.046783626 40,275
oc 9640C4211 4 17 4 0.023391813 20,138
oc 964OC4230 3 7 3 0.01754386 15,103
oc 964CC4323 4 2 8 7 0.040935673 35,241
oc 9640C4335 3 2 7 6 0.035087719 30.206
oc 964OC4610 2 2 5 5 0.029239766 25.172
oc 964OC49001 3 1
oc 964OC49002 1 1
oc 964OC49003 2 1
oc 964OC49004 1 1
TOTALS 148 46 429 171 860.883
124
OR OR 961OA22001 4 31 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 961OA22002 4 23 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 961OA31011 4 1 24 5.5 0.009598604 17,230
OR 961OA31012 4 1 35 5.5 0.009598604 17,230
OR 961OA3103 4 1 20 5.5 0.009598604 17,230
SYN 961OA3201 /961MA3301 4 1 24 5.5 0.009598604 17,230
OR 961OA3301 4 26 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 961OA3401 4 20 4 0.006980803 12,531
SYN OR 961OA4101 /961MA4302 3 1 7 4.5 0.007853403 14,098
SYN OR 961OA42011 /961MA4301 4 24 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 961OA42012 4 29 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 961OA4203 4 5 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR 961OA4603 3 2 16 6 0.010471204 18,797
OR 961OA4607 4 8 4 0.006980803 12.531
SM 961OA4701 4 10 4 0.006980803 12.531
cc 961OA4702 4 18 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 961OA49101 4 1
OR 961OA49102 4 1
OR 961OA49103 4 1
OR 961OA49301 4 1
MA 961OS21031 4 1 22 5.5 0.009598604 s 17,230
MA 961OS21032 4 1 17 5.5 0.009598604 ( 17.230
OR 961OS3002 4 10 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR 961OS3003 4 11 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 961OS31011 4 1 26 5.5 0.009598604 17.230
OR 961OS31012 4 1 27 5.5 0.009598604 17,230
OR 961OS31013 4 1 31 5.5 0.009598604 17.230
DL 961OS3104Z/OS3104 4 16 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 961OS31051 4 1 21 5.5 0.009598604 17.230
OR 961OS31052 4 1 27 5.5 0.009598604 17.230
OR 961OS31053 4 1 26 5.5 0.009598604 17.230
OR 961OS3603 3 1 23 4.5 0.007853403 14.098
SM 961OS4601 4 21 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR 962OAR200 2 2 11 5 0.008726003 15.664
OR 962OA2900 3 6 3 0.005235602 9,398
OR 962OA31021 4 1 14 5.5 0.009598604 17,230
OR 962OA31022 4 1 17 5.5 0.009598604 17,230
OR 962OA31023 4 1 21 5.5 0.009598604 17,230
OR 962OA3104 3 1 21 4.5 0.007853403 14.098
OR 962OA32001 4 25 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR 962OA32002 4 25 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR 962OA3302 4 21 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR 962OA3601 4 13 4 0.006980803 12,531
UW 962OA3602 4 4
OR 962OA3610 4 16 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 962OA4102 4 4
OR 962OA4202 4 24 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 962OA43011 3 2 24 6 0.010471204 18,797
OR 962OA43012 3 2 20 6 0.010471204 18,797
OR 962OA4302 4 5 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 962OA4303 4 3
OR 962OA4601 4 9 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 962OA4602 4 17 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 962OA4604 4 23 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 962OA4605 3 8 3 0.005235602 9,398
OR 9620A4612 4 11 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR 9620A4654 4 23 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 9620A4655 4 29 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 962OA4910 3 15 3 0.005235602 9,398
OR 962OS2103 4 1 8 5.5 0.009598604 17.230
OR 962OS2210 4 1 6 5.5 0.009598604 17,230
OR 962OS30041 5 27 5 0.008726003 15,664
OR 962OS30042 5 25 5 0.008726003 15,664
OR 962OS30061 4 24 4 0.006980803 12,531




OR 962OS30063 4 22 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 962OS3302 4 7 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 962OS3604 4 25 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 963OA2200 4 14 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 963OA3101 4 20 5.5 0.009598604 17,230
OR 963OA31031 4 29 5.5 0.009598604 17230
OR 963OA31032 4 23 5.5 0.009598604 17,230
OR 963OA32011 4 27 5.5 0.009598604 17,230
OR 963OA32012 4 25 5.5 0.009598604 17.230
OR 963OA33011 4 29 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 963OA33012 4 21 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 963OA34011 4 14 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 963OA34012 4 10 4 006980803 12,531
SM 963OA3501 4 11 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 963OA4101 3 1 11 4.5 0.007853403 14,098
OR 963OA4201 4 20 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR 963OA4601 4 8 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 963OA46021 4 21 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 963OA46022 4 24 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 963OA46031 3 2 13 6 0.010471204 18.797
OR 963OA46032 3 2 15 6 0.010471204 18.797
SM 963OA4701 4 11 4 0.006980803 . 12.531
CC 963OA4702 4 25 4 0.006980803 ' 12,531
OR 963OA49101 4 1
OR 963OA49301 2 2
OR 963OA49302 2 4
OR/OR 963OS3006 4 34 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR 963OS3008 4 24 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR 963OS31011 4 1 22 5.5 0.009598604 17.230
OR 963OS31012 4 1 14 5.5 0.009598604 17230
OR 963OS3104 4 14 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR 963OS3105 4 1 23 5.5 0.009598604 17.230
UW 963OS3303 4 1 5 5.5 0.009598604 17.230
OR 963OS3604 4 16 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 963OS4601 4 23 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR 964OAR2001 2 2 28 5 0.008726003 15.664
OR 964OAR2002 2 2 33 5 0.008726003 15,664
OR 964OA2900 3 1
OR 964OA29001 3 23 3 0.005235602 9,398
OR 964OA29002 3 25 3 0.005235602 9,398
OR 964OA3102 4 1 15 5.5 0.009598604 17,230
OR 964OA31041 3 1 24 4.5 0.007853403 14,098
OR 964OA31042 3 1 24 4.5 0.007853403 14,098
OR 964OA3105 4 8 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR/OR 964OA3200 4 11 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OA33021 4 17 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 9640A33O22 4 30 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OA3601 4 4
UW 964OA3602 4 10 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OA4101 3 1 11 4.5 0.007853403 14,098
OR 964OA42021 4 30 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OA42022 4 17 - 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OA4301 3 2 22 6 0.010471204 18,797
OR 964OA4302 4 18 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OA4303 4 14 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OA4501 4 9 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR/OR 964OA4601 4 6 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OA4602 4 9 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OA46041 4 o - 18 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OA46042 4 20 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OA4605 3 12 3 0.005235602 9,398
OR 964OA4608 4 5 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR/OR 9640A4611 4 15 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 9640A4654 4 11 4 0.006980803 12.531
OR 9640A4655 4 10 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OA4910 3 8 3 0.005235602 9,398
126
OR 964OA49101 3 1 3
MA 964OA49102 4 1 0'
OR 964OA49103 4 1
OR 964OA49104 4 1 .0
OR 964OA49105 1 2 1
OR 964OA49301 4 1
OR 964OS2103 4 1 6 5.5 0.009598604 17.230
OR 964OS3004 5 19 5 0.008726003 15,664
OR 964OS30061 4 14 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OS30062 4 29 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OS3104 4 6 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OS3302 4 21 4 0.006980803 12,531
UW 964OS3601 4 8 4 0.006980803 12,531
OR 964OS3603 3 1 15 4.5 0.007853403 14,098
SYN OR 964OS4701 1 / 964OA4704 4 23 4 0.006980803 12,531
SYN OR 964OS47012 4 19 4 0.006980803 12,531







MR 961MR2020 1 2 16 4 0.025477707 32,231
MR 961MR2416 2 17 2 0.012738854 16,116
MR 961MR3140 3 2 14 6 0.038216561 48.347
MR 961MR3222 4 3 6 8.5 0.054140127 68,492
MR/MR 961MR3252 3 4 12 9 0.057324841 72,521
MR 961MR3262 3 5 11 10.5 0.066878981 84,607
MR 961MR3421 3 14 3 0.01910828 24.174
MR/MR 961MR3480 4 1 15 5.5 0.035031847 44,318
MR 961MR4322 4 8 4 0.025477707 32,231
MR 961MR4416 3 1 11 4.5 0.02866242 36,260
MR 961MR4520 3 4
MR 961MR49001 3 1
MR 961MR49002 3 1
MR 962MR2210 4 2 6 7 0.044585987 56.405
MR/MR 962MR3234 4 4 10 10 0.063694268
,
80,579
MR 962MR3321 4 18 4 0.025477707 / 32,231
MR 962MR3522 4 2 22 7 0.044585987 56,405
MR 962MR4242 3 3
MR 962MR43232 4 2 20 7 0.044585987 56,405
MR/MR 962MR4414 3 4
MR 962MR4800 3 1 7 4.5 0.02866242 36.260
MR 962MR49001 3 1
MR 962MR49002 3 1
MR 962MR49003 3 1
MR 963MR3222 4 3 11 8.5 0.054140127 68,492
MR/MR 963MR3480 4 1 12 5.5 0.035031847 44.318
MR 963MR4241 3 12 3 0.01910828 24.174
MR 963MR4322 4 12 4 0.025477707 32^31
MR/MR 963MR4413 4 1 12 5.5 0.035031847 44.318
MR 963MR4416 3 1 6 4.5 0.02866242 36.260
MR 963MR4900A 3 1
MR 963MR4900B 3 1
MR 963MR49001 3 1
MR 963MR49002 2 1
MR 963MR49003 3 1
MR 963MR49005 3 2
MR 963MR49007 3 1
MR 963MR49009 3 1
MR 964MR3150 3 2 17 6 0.038216561 48,347
MR/MR 964MR3234 4 4 12 10 0.063694268 80,579
MR/MR 964MR3252 3 4 18 9 0.057324841 72,521
MR 964MR4324 3 1
MR 964MR4600 3 1 15 4.5 0.02866242 36,260
OC 964MR49001 3 2 1
OC 964MR49002 4 1
MR 964MR49003 2 1




PH 961 PH1 3221 5 15 5 0.011223345 18,001
PH 961 PH13222 5 15 5 0.011223345 18,001
PH 961PH2001 1 25 1 0.002244669 3,600
PH 961PH2203 4 8 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 961PH2401 3 9 3 0.006734007 10,801
PH 961PH3152 4 11 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 961PH3172 4 1 18 5.5 0.012345679 19,801
PH 961PH3352 4 14 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 961PH3360 4 1 6 5.5 0.012345679 19,801
PH 961PH3452 4 2 15 7 0.015712682 25,201
PH 961PH3652 4 1 13 5.5 0.012345679 19,801
PH 961PH3782 4 9 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH/PH 961PH3800 4 14 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 961PH4050 4 2 19 7 0.015712682 25,201
PH 961PH40511 4 1
PH 961PH4054 4 10 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 961PH42831 4 1
PH 961PH4353 4 8 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 961PH4911 3 2 16 6 0.013468013 21,601
PH 961PH49841 4 1
PH 961PH49981 4 1
PH 961PH49982 2 1 0'
PH 961PH49983 4 1
PH 961SE2012 2 3 15 6.5 0.014590348 23,401
PH/PH 961SE2014 2 3 10 6.5 0.014590348 23,401
CC 961SE2020 1 15 1 0.002244669 3,600
SP 961SE4021 4 11 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 962PHR110 5 3 7 9.5 0.021324355 34,202
PH 962PH1001 4 2 8 7 0.015712682 25,201
PH 962PH1002 4 2 8 7 0.015712682 25,201
PH 962PH2001 1 11 1 0.002244669 3,600
PH 962PH2151 4 1 18 5.5 0.012345679 19,801
PH 962PH2401 3 7 3 0.006734007 10,801
PH 962PH2511 4 14 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 962PH2514 4 9 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 962PH2911 3 2 21 6 0.013468013 21,601
PH 962PH3052 4 31 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 962PH3171 4 12 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 962PH3292 4 1 9 5.5 0.012345679 19,801
PH 962PH3400 4 2 18 7 0.015712682 25,201
PH 962PH3458 4 7 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 962PH3653 4 1 15 5.5 0.012345679 19,801
PH 962PH3855 4 2 5 7 0.015712682 25,201
PH 962PH3991 4 15 4 0.008978676 14.401
PH 962PH39981 3 1
PH 962PH4001 1 -1
PH 962PH4051 4 8 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 962PH4209 3 2 9 6 0.013468013 21,601
PH 962PH4454 4 2 14 7 0.015712682 25,201
PH 962PH4760 4 7 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 962PH4857 4 5 4 0.008978676 14,^01
PH 962PH49981 4 1
PH 962PH49982 4 1.
PH 962PH49983 4 1
PH 962PH49984 3 1
PH 962SE2013 2 3 15 6.5 0.014590348 23,401
PH 962SE3015 2 3 8 6.5 0.014590348 23,401
PH 962SE4859 3 8 3 0.006734007 " 10,801
PH 963PH1322 5 7 5 0.011223345 18,001
PH 963PH2351 4 1 19 5.5 0.012345679 19,801
PH 963PH2401 3 4
PH 963PH251
1
4 15 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 963PH2652 4 1 17 5.5 0.012345679 19.801
PH 963PH3001 4 8 4 0.008978676 14.401
PH 963PH3119 4 2 9 7 0.015712682 25.201
129
SY
PH 963PH3152 4 20 4 0.008978676 14.401
PH 963PH3172 4 1 14 5.5 0.012345679 19,801
PH 963PH3360 4 1 9 5.5 0.012345679 19.801
PH 963PH3800 4 10 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 963PH3998 4 9 4 0.008978676 14.401
PH 963PH4001 /963PH2001 1 34 1 0.002244669 3,600
PH 963PH4050 4 2 12 7 0.015712682 25,201
PH 963PH4253 4 2 4
PH 963PH4283 4 6 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 963PH4455 4 16 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 963PH4856 4 4
PH 963PH4858 3 5 3 0.006734007 10,801
PH 963PH4911 3 2 14 6 0.013468013 21,601
PH 963PH4984 4 10 4 0.008978676 14.401
PH 963PH49982 4 1
PH 963PH49983 4 1
PH 963PH49987 2 5 2 0.004489338 7,200
PH 963PH49988 4 1
PH 963PH49989 3 3
PH/PH 963SE2012 2 3 14 6.5 0.014590348 23.401
PH 963SE2014 2 3 15 6.5 0.014590348 23,401
CC 963SE2020 1 10 1 0.002244669 . 3,600
SP 963SE4021 4 13 4 0.008978676" 14.401
PH 964PHR110 5 3 20 9.5 0.021324355 34.202
PH 964PH1001 4 2 6 7 0.015712682 25.201
PH 964PH1002 4 2 6 7 0.015712682 25.201
PH 964PH1121 4 2 43 7 0.015712682 25.201
PH 964PH1322 5 11 5 0.011223345 18.001
PH 964PH2001 1 16 1 0.002244669 3.600
PH 964PH2151 4 1 14 5.5 0.012345679 19.801
PH 964PH2401 3 6 3 0.006734007 10.801
PH 964PH2514 4 20 4 0.008978676 14.401
PH 964PH2911 3 2 14 6 0.013468013 21.601
PH 964PH3171 4 10 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 964PH3292 4 1 25 5.5 0.012345679 19,801
PH 964PH3352 4 17 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 964PH3400 4 2 7 7 0.015712682 25,201
PH 964PH3451 4 2 8 7 0.015712682 25,201
PH 964PH3479 4 9 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 964PH3653 4 1 16 5.5 0.012345679 19,801
PH 964PH3991 4 17 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 964PH3998 4 13 4 0.008978676 14,401
PH 964PH39981 2 1
PH 964PH39982 3 2 1
PH 964PH39983 4 1
PH 964PH39984 2 1
PH 964PH39985 6 1
PH 964PH4254 4 4
PH 964PH4991 3 16 3 0.006734007 10,801
PH 964PH49981 4 1
PH 964PH49982 3 1
PH 964PH49983 4 1
PH 964PH49984 3 2 1
PH 964PH49985 2 2
PH 964PH49987 4 1
PH 964PH49988 4 2
PH 964SE2013 3 3 14 7.5 0.016835017 27,001
PH 964SE3015 2 3 16 6.5 0.014590348 23,401
TOTALS 436 87 1228 445.5 1,603,881
130
UW OR 964UW49991 1 2 5 4 0.032388664 36,376
SP EC 961SS3035 3 2 4
SP 961SS4000 1 69 1.5 0.012145749 13.641
SP 962SS2001 4 16 4 0.032388664 36.376
TT SP/SP 962SS3001 3 2 9 6 0.048582996 54,565
MR 962SS3525 3 2 40 6 0.048582996 54.565
SP 962SS39001 4 1
SP 962SS39002 1 1
SP 962SS4000 1 47 1.5 0.012145749 13.641
SM 962SS4001 4 2 21 7 0.056680162 63.659
SP 962SS49001 4 1
EC 963SS3035 3 2 4
SP 963SS39001 2 2
SP 963SS39002 4 1
SP 963SS39003 1 3
SP 963SS4000 1 73 1.5 0.012145749 13.641
SY 5M/SP/SH963SS4002 4 23 4 0.032388664
, 36.376
SM 963SS49001 4 1
SP 963SS49002 3 2
TT EC/SP 964SS3001 3 2 17 6 0.048582996 54.565
SM 964SS3041 4 2 13 7 0.056680162
, 63,659
OC 964SS3525 3 2 15 6 0.048582996 j 54,565
SP 964SS39001 4 1 1
SP 964SS39002 4 1 1
SP 964SS39003 1 1
SP 964SS4000 1 81 1.5 0.012145749 13,641
AA 964SS49001 4 1
PH 964SS48002 3 2 6 6 0.048582996 54.565
OR 964SS49003 4 1
SP 964SS49004 4 1
OR 964SS49005 4 1
EW EC 961EW4990 1 13 1 0.008097166 9,094
IW EW 9621W2000 3 2 20 6 0.048582996 54.565
EC 964IW4990 1 22 1 0.008097166 9.094
CC TT CC/CC 961CC3000 4 9 4 0.032388664 36,376
CC 961CC3030 3 2 23 6 0.048582996 54,565
SM 961CC39001 4 1
EC 961CC4750 3 1 22 4.5 0.036437247 40,924
CC 962CC3040 3 3 9 7.5 0.060728745 68,206
OR 962CC3101 4 9 4 0.032388664 36.376
OR 962CC4103 2 4 21 8 0.064777328 72.753
CC 962CC49001 3 1
CC 963CC3900 4 21 4 0.032388664 36.376
MA 963CC39001 4 1
EC 963CC4750 3 1 8 4.5 0.036437247 40.924
CC 963CC49001 4 1
CC 963CC4913 4 21 4 0.032388664 36.376
IW 964CC39001 2 2
CC 964CC4101 4 2 9 7 0.056680162 63,659










4 2 16 7
4 17 4
4 2 31 7
4 25 4
4 2 18 7
4 18 4
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APPENDIX B. MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT MODEL
155
156
MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT MODEL INPUT PAGE
Welcome to the Marginal Cost per Student INPUT Page. This model has been developed to analyze a single curriculum, but
the methodology can be applied to any other curriculum. The data was extracted from the COST PER CURRICULUM
MODEL by using a logic command to determine whether or not a course was taken by any students in the particular
curriculum.
The model was developed using data from the 837 - FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum ONLY.
Assumptions are further explained in the text of the thesis.
INPUT the MAXIMUM Class size for the following course levels:




The maximum class size has been automatically constrained to 30 students, unless you
INPUT less. This assumption is further explained in the text of the thesis.
INPUT the desired INCREASE in the number of students enrolled in the 837 Curriculum:
wmfffppmmfffffm
Number of Additional Students io ±
For each Department, INPUT HOW the Instruction should be provided for a NEW section:
f\j3 Divan t Profw from Raturca
SMS Divirt * Professor from Rosoarch
M-A Divert i Proftssor from Resurch
OR Divert Professor from Resoirch
AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
Hire a NEW Professor
DIVERT a Professor from Research
CONTRACT an Outside Instructor
Please see the OPTIONS Worksheet for a complete discussion of the available options.
o Check this block to INCLUDE FRINGE BENEFITS in the cost calcualtion of diverting a ||§professor from Research.
A percentage of the DIRECT TEACHING salary (with or without fringe
benefits) is assumed to be the cost of diverting a professor from
research. INPUT the desired percentage. The model assumes 1/8 or
0.125, as explained in the text of the thesis. 1/8
MARGINAL COST OUTPUT
Based on the INPUT you entered above, the model has calculated the TOTAL MARGINAL COST of providing education to
the number of additional students in the FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum. The total cost is divided by the number
of additional students (INPUT) resulting in a MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT.







NS SM MA OR
with FRINGE 85,624 102,602 101,176 108,156
without FRINGE 70,764 84,795 83,616 89,385
Keep in mind that these costs do not include the allocation of OPTAR/Travel costs... that Is included in the equation
The Costs
Hire a new Professor
Divert a Professor from Research
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FY96 NPS AOB Report Summarv
FY8« AVG
FYB6 N/MC
Code Curriculum AVC ONLY
30 Operations Analysis
360 Operations Analysis 114 62
361 Operations Logistics 28 27
360 Advanced Science (Applied Math) 15 7
Operational Analysis Subtotal 1S6 95
31 Aeronautical Engineering
610 Aeronautical Engineering 34 26
61 1 Aeronautical Engineering with Avionics 23 22
612 NPS/TPS 16 14
Aeronautical Engineering Subtotal 73 62
32 Electronics and Computer Programs
368 Computer Science 68 40
590 Electronic Systems 111 51
Electronics and Computer Programs Subtotal 199 92
33 Combat Systems Sciences and Technology
533 Combat Sciences 90 58
Combat Systems Sciences and Technology Subtotal 90 58
34 Naval/Mechanical Engineering
570 Naval/Mechanical Engineering 74 53
Naval/Mechanical Engineering Subtotal 74 53
35 Meteorology and Oceanography Programs
372 Meteorology 3 1
373 Meteorology and Oceanography 46 44
374 Operational Oceanography 14 10
440 Oceanography 8 2
Meteorology and Oceanography Programs Subtotal 70 56
36 Systems Management
370 Information Technology Management 162 115
613 Transportation Logistics Management 7 7
61 4 Transportation Management 12 12
61 5 Acquisition and Contract Management 34 25
616 Systems Acquisition Management 38
817 AJhed, DOD. USA.USMC, and USCG 10
818 Defense Systems Management 8
819 Systems Inventory Management 7 7
820 Resource Planning and Management (INTL) 11
827 Material Logistics Support Management 38 30
837 Financial Management 59 48
847 Manpower/Personnel Training Analysis 59 41
Systems Management Subtotal 444 284
37 Undersea, Space and Information Warfare
364 Space Systems Operations International 3
366 Space Systems Operations 37 31
525 Undersea Warfare 22 22
526 Undersea Warfare International 5
591 Space Systems Engineering 49 47
595 Information Warfare 21 18
596 Information Warfare International 14
Undersea, Space and Information Warfare Subtotal 149 118
38 National Security and Intelligence
681 Middle East, Africa. South Asia 17 8
682 Far East. Southeast Asia Pacific 16 5
683 Western Hemishere 13 5
684 Russia. Europe, Central Asia 20 9
688 Strategic Planning 18 15
689 Civil-Military Relations 7
699 Special Operations/Low Intensity Conflict 32 10
624 Intelligence (Regional Studies) 13 13
825 Intelligence (OPINTEL) 7 7
National Security and Intelligence Subtotal 141 72
39 Joint C4I Systems
365 Command, Control and Communications 27 14
823 InteKgence 7 7
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APPENDIX D. MODEL RUN DATA
171
172
COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT PAGE
WELCOME to the COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT page. Here, you may select which costs win be included
in the model and define other assumption. The cost drivers that you select are then summed up, resuKng in a TOTAL COST for each
Academic Department . (See COST REF page)
Then, for each department, the total department costis allocated to each course provided during FY96. This allocation is accomplished
using the Weighted Cost Hour (WCH) as an aBccabon base. This results in a COST PER COURSE in each academic department.
The COST PER COURSE rsthen distributed to each of thestudents enrolled in the course by cumcutum. These costs are summed for
each curriculum, resulting in a TOTAL CURRICULUM COST.
The TOTAL CURRICULUM COST is then divided by the average number of students in that particular curriculum (luring FY96, based
on Average On Board (AOB) reports, resulting in the COST PER STUDENT in each curriculum.
Please check all costs that vou would like to include in the model:
Qvfan Facuty Drecr Teachiig (OT) Salary
INCLUDE Ovfcp Facuty Fringe Benefit (21%)
MStary Faculty Salary (DOES NOT INCLUDE RESEARCH)
HUM Staff Direct (DR) Salary
D INCLUDE Mission Staff Fringe Benefits (23%)
Academic Department OPTAR and TRAVEL
INDIRECT COSTS (see INDIRECT page for descnptton)
OTHER COSTS (to be added to trie mode!
)
Weighted Cost Hours (WCH)
The Academic Department Costs must be allocated to each of the eligibte cc<jrses that were taught during the year. The allocation base
isaOTrnbrriatKxicrftworrnfxirtantvarables: LECTURE HOURS and LAB HOURS. See Thesrs teat for a cftscusswn of the Weighted
Cost Hour allocation base. The model has been set up so that you may determine what allocation base is used in the model.
The formula is
:
WEIGHTED COST HOURS = A X LECTURE HOURS + B X LAB HOURS





Courses with less than a specified number of Students
This model includes ALL courses that were provided during FY96. That includes all Directed Study and Directed Reading Courses.
For costing purposes, it is inappropriate to include ALL the courses taught by a particular department when allocating the department's
costs. The general rule is that a Department does not get credit (towards the budget) for any course with 4 OR LESS students.
Therefore, most departments do not give Direct Teaching Credit for courses with 4 OR LESS students. The following input is used to
eliminate courses with less than or equal to a specified number of students.
Eliminate any course with a class size of less than or equal to 4 W
Double check your input selections and then click
on the CALCULATE button to run the model. CALCULATE
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380 Advanced Science (Applied Math)
31 Aeronautical Engineering
610 Aeronautical Engineering
611 Aeronautical Engineering with Aworncs
612 NPS/TPS
32 Electronics and Computer Programs
368 Computer Science
590 Electronic Systems




35 Meteorology and Oceanography Programs
Pk . ~ 372 Meteorology




370 Information Technology Management
813 Transportation Logisbcs Management
814 Transportation Management
815 Acquisition and Contract Management
816 Systems Acquisition Management
817 ArSed. DOD. USA.USMC. and USCG
818 Defense Systems Management
819 Systems Inventory Management
820 Resource Planning and Management (INTL)
827 Material Logistics Support Management
837 Financial Management
847 Manpower/Personnel Training Analysis
37 Undersea, Space and Information Warfare
364 Space Systems Operations International
366 Space Systems Operations
525 Undersea Warfare
526 Undersea Warfare Intemational
591 Space Systems Engineering
595 Information Warfare
596 Information Warfare Intemational
38 National Security and Intelligence
681 Middle East. Africa. South Asia
682 Far East. Southeast Asia Pacrllc
683 Western Hemishere
684 Russia. Europe, Central Asia
688 Strategic Planning
689 Civil-Military Relations
699 Special Operations/Low Intensity Conflict
824 Intelligence (Regional Studies)
825 Intelligence (OPIMTEL)
39 Joint C4I Systems
365 Command. Control and Communications
823 Intelligence
FY96 Cost per


























































OTHER 555 Non-OOO students underMOU with UCSC.
Ill Distance Learning students
888 Continuing Education Courses
999 NPS Staff Personnel taking courses
TOTAL
TOTAL COSTS FROM THE INPUT PAGE
$17,527,566 1/137 $12,197








COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT PAGE
WELCOME to the COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT page. Here, you may select which costs will be induced
inthemodel and define other assumption. The cost drivers that you select are then summed up, resulting in a TOTAL COST for each
Academic Department . (See COST REF page)
Then, for each department, the total department cost is altocarted to each c«jrse provided during FY96. This aUocatjon is accomplished
using the Weighted Cost Hour (WCH) as an allocation base. This results in a COST PER COURSE in each academic department
The COST PER COURSE is then distributed to each of the students enrolled in the course by curriculum. These costs are summed for
each curriculum, resulting in a TOTAL CURRICULUM COST.
The TOTAL CURRICULUM COST is then divided by the average number of students in that particular curriculum during FY96, based
on Average On Board (AOB) reports, resufting in the COST PER STUDENT in each curriculum.
Please check all costs that you would like to include in the model:
Ovfan Faculty Direct Teaching (DT) Salary
INCLUDE Ofen Facuty Fringe Benefits (21%)
MHtaiy Faculty Salary (OCXS NOT INCLUDE RESEARCH)
D Mission Staff Direct (DIR) Salary
INCLUDE Mission Staff Fringe Benefits (23%)
Academic Department OPTAR and TRAVEL
INDIRECT COSTS (see INDIRECT page for description)
OTHER COSTS (to be added to the mode)
)
Weighted Cost Hours (WCH)
The Academic Department Costs must be allocated to each of the eBgibte courses that were taught during the year. The allocation base
is a combBTatjon of two important variables: LECTURE HOURS and LAB HOURS. See Thesis text for a discussion of the Weighted
Cost Hour allocation base. The model has been set up so that you may determine what allocation base is used in the model.
The formula is
:
WEIGHTED COST HOURS = A X LECTURE HOURS + B X LAB HOURS
where A and Bare INPUTS to the model, as follows:
A = H (LECTURE HOURS COEFFICIENT)
B = I 1 -5 \ w \ (LAB HOURS COEFFICIENT)
Courses with less than a specified number of Students
This model includes ALL courses that were provided during FY96. That includes all Directed Study and Directed Reading Courses.
For costing purposes, it is inappropriate to include ALL the courses taught by a particular department when allocating the department's
costs . The general rule is that a Department does not get credit (towards the budget) for any course with 4 OR LESS students.
Therefore, most departments do not give Direct Teaching Credit for courses with 4 OR LESS students. The following input is used to
eliminate courses with less than or equal to a specified number of students.
Eliminate any course with a class size of less than or equal to
Double check your input selections and then click
on the CALCULATE button to run the model. CALCULATE
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380 Advanced Science (Applied Math)
31 Aeronautical Engineering
610 Aeronautical Engineering
611 Aeronautical Engineering with Avionics
612 NPS/TPS
32 Electronics and Computer Programs
368 Computer Science
590 Electronic Systems




36 Meteorology and Oceanography Programs
372 Meteorology




370 Information Technology Management
813 Transportation Logistics Management
814 Transportation Management
815 Acquisition and Contract Management
816 Systems Acquisition Management
817 ABed. DOD. USA.USMC. and USCG
818 Defense Systems Management
819 Systems Inventory Management
820 Resource Planning and Management (TNTL)
827 Material Logistics Support Management
837 Financial Management
847 Manpower/Personnel Training Analysis
37 Undersea, Space and Information Warfare
364 Space Systems Operations International
366 Space Systems Operations
525 Undersea Warfare
526 Undersea Warfare International
591 Space Systems Engineering
595 Information Warfare
596 Information Warfare International
38 National Security arid Intelligence
681 Middle East. Africa. South Asia
682 Far East, Southeast Asia Pacific
683 Western Hemishere
684 Russia. Europe. Central Asia
688 Strategic Planning
689 Civil-Military Relations
699 Special Operalions/Low Intensity Conflict
824 Intelligence (Regional Studies)
825 Intelligence (OPINTEL)
39 Joint C44 Systems
365 Command. Control and Communications
823 Intelligence
FY96 Cost per






















































TOTAL $19,196,835 1/137 $13,369
OTHER 555 Noo-OOD students under MOU with UCSC
777 Distance Learning students
888 Continuing Education Courses
999 NPS Staff Personnel taking courses
TOTAL $19266,048









COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT PAGE
WELCOME to the COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT page. Here, you may select which costs will be included
in the model and define other assumption. The cost drivers that you select are then summed up, resulting in a TOTAL COST for each
Academic Department . (See COST REF page)
Then, for each department, the total <lepaitrrtert cc^ b allocated to each ccwrse pr This allocation is accomplished
using the Weighted Cost Hour (WCH) as an allocation base. This results in a COST PER COURSE in each academic department
The COST PER COURSE is then distributed to each of the students enrolled in the course by curriculum. These costs are summed for
each curriculum, resuteng in a TOTAL CURRICULUM COST.
The TOTAL CURRICULUM COST is then divided by the average number of students in that particular curriculum during FY96. based
on Average On Board (AOB) reports, resulting in the COST PER STUDENT in each curriculum.
Please check all costs that vou would like to include in the model:
Ofen Faculty Okrxt. Teaching (DT) Sabry
INCLUDE Qyfen Faculty Fnnoe Benefits (21%)
MUtary Faculty Sabry (DOES NOT INCLUDE RESEARCH)
Meson Staff Direct (DR) Salary
D INCLUDE Mission Staff Fringe Benefits (23%)
Academic Department OFTAR and TRAVEL
INDIRECT COSTS (see INDIRECT page for description)
OTHER COSTS (to be added to the model
)
Weighted Cost Hours (WCH)
The Academic Department Costs must be allocated to each of the eligible courses that were taught during the year. The allocation base
is a cwmbcrauon of two important variables: LECTURE HOURS and LAB HOURS. See Thesis text for a discussion of the Weighted
Cost Hour allocation base. The model has been set up so that you may determine what allocation base is used in the model.
The formula is
:
WEIGHTED COST HOURS = A X LECTURE HOURS + B X LAB HOURS
where A and B are INPUTS to the model, as follows:






\ (LAB HOURS COEFFICIENT)
Courses with less than a specified number of Students
This model includes ALL courses that were provided during FY96. That includes all Directed Study and Directed Reading Courses.
For costing purposes, it is inappropriate to include ALL the courses taught by a particular department when allocating the department's
costs. The general rule is that a Department does not get credit (towards the budget) for any course with 4 OR LESS students.
Therefore, most departments do not give Direct Teaching Credit for courses with 4 OR LESS students. The following input is used to
eliminate courses with less than or equal to a specified number of students.
Eliminate any course with a class size of less than or equal to
Double check your input selections and then click
on the CALCULATE button to run the model. ^ CALCULATE
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COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL OUTPUT PAGE
FY96 Cost per
Code Curriculum Total Cost AOB Student
30 Operations Analysis
380 Operations Analysts SI .170.456 114 $10,267
361 Operations Logistics $266,257 28 $9,509




610 Aeronautical Engineering $589,093 34 $17,326
611 Aeronautical Engineering with Awonics $371,713 23 $16,161
612 NPS/TPS $349,510 16
73
$21,844
32 DeUionics and Computer Programs
368 Computer Science SI ,223.763 88 $13506
590 Electronic Systems $1,429,031 111 $12,874
33 Combat Systems Sciences and Technology
199
533 Combat Sciences $1,630,964 90 $18,122
34 Naval/Mechanical Engineering
90
570 Naval/Mechanical Engineering $1,345,749 74 $18,186







$33,064373 Meteorology and Oceanography
374 Operational Oceanography $363,739 14 $25,981




370 Information Technology Management $1,897,335 162 $11,712
813 Transportation Logistics Management $92,965 7 $13281
814 Transportation Management $120,752 12 $10,063
815 Acquisition and Contract Management $398,804 34 $11,730
816 Systems Acquisition Management $463041 38 $12,185
817 Allied. DOO. USA.USMC. and USCG $69,862 10 $6586
818 Defense Systems Management $83,405 8 $10,426
819 Systems Inventory Management $78,217 7 $11,174
820 Resource Planning and Management 0NTL) $122,189 11 $11,108
827 Material Logistics Support Management $382,638 38 $10,069
837 Financial Management $642,136 59 $10,884
847 Manpower/Personnel Training Analysis $612,124 59 $10,375
37 Undersea, Space and Information Warfare
445
364 Space Systems Operations International $30,660 3 $10220
366 Space Systems Operations $635^10 37 $17,187
525 Undersea Warfare $490,250 22 $22284
526 Undersea Warfare International $80,553 5 $16,111
591 Space Systems Engineering $820,704 49 $16,749
595 Information Warfare $305,669 21 $14,556
596 Information Warfare International $195,848 14 $13,989
38 National Security and Intelligence
151
681 IvSddle East. Africa, South Asia $184,197 17 $10,835
682 Far East Southeast Asia Pacific $151,879 16 $9,492
683 Western Hemishere $144,404 13 $11,108
684 Russia, Europe, Central Asia $225,593 20 $11280
688 Strategic Planning $247,366 18 $13,743
689 Civil-Military Relations $75,216 7 $10,745
699 Special Operations/Low Intensity Conflict $272,082 32 $8503
824 Intelligence (Regional Studies) $120,437 13 $9264
825 Intelligence (OPINTEL) $64,117 7 $9,160
39 Joint C4I Systems
143








OTHER 555 Non-DOD students under MOU with UCSC. $3,976 2 $1,988
777 Distance Learning students $65,354 79 $827
888 Continuing Education Courses $0 2 $0
999 NPS Staff Personnel taking courses $0 254 $0
TOTAL $20,616,771
TOTAL COSTS FROM THE INPUT PAGE $20,516,771
178
COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT PAGE
WELCOME to the COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT page. Here, you may select which costs will be inducted
in the model and define other assumption. The cost drivers that you select are then summed up, resulting in a TOTAL COST for each
Academic Department . (See COST REF page)
Then, for each department, the total department cost is allocated to each course provided during FY96. The allocation ts accomplished
using the Weighted Cost Hour (WCH) as an allocation base The results in a COST PER COURSE in each academic department
The COST PER COURSE is then distributed to each of the students enrolled in the course by curriculum. These costs are summed for
each curriculum, resulting in a TOTAL CURRICULUM COST.
The TOTAL CURRICULUM COST is then divided by the average number of students in that particular curriculum during FY96. based
on Average On Board (AOB) reports, resulting in the COST PER STUDENT in each curriculum.
Ptease check all costs that you would like to include in the model:
B CMfcn Faculty Direct Teadikxj (DT) Saia ry
INCLUDE Ovfen Faadty Fringe Benefits (21%)
MBtary Faculty Salary (DOES NOT INCLUDE RESEARCH)
Mission Staff Orrxt (DK) Salary
D INCLUDE Mission Staff Fringe Benefits (23%)
Academic Department OPTAR and TRAVa
INDIRECT COSTS (see INDIRECT page for description)
OTHER COSTS (to be added to the model
)
Weighted Cost Hours (WCH)
The Academic Department Costs must be allocated to each of the eligible courses th^ were taught during the year. The allocation base
rs a comboiauon of two important variables: LECTURE HOURS and LAB HOURS. See These text for a discission of the Weighted
Cost Hour allocation base. The model has been set up so that you may determine what allocation base is used in the model.
The formula is
:
WEIGHTED COST HOURS = A X LECTURE HOURS + B X LAB HOURS





Courses with less than a specified number of Students
This model includes ALL courses that were provided during FY96. That includes all Directed Study and Directed Reading Courses.
For costing purposes, it is inappropriate to include ALL the courses taught by a particular department when allocating the department's
costs. The general rule is that a Department does not get credit (towards the budget) for any course with 4 OR LESS students.
Therefore, most departments do not give Direct Teaching Credit for courses with 4 OR LESS students. The following input ts used to
eliminate courses with less than or equal to a specified number of students.
4 •*Eliminate any course with a class size of less than or equal to
Double check your input selections and then click
on the CALCULATE button to run the model.
CALCULATE
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380 Advanced Science (Applied Math)
31 Aeronautical Engineering
610 Aeronautical Engineering
611 Aeronautical Engineering with Avionics
612 NPS/TPS
32 Electronics and Computer Programs
368 Computer Science
590 Electronic Systems




36 Meteorology and Oceanography Programs
372 Meteorology




370 Information Technology Management
813 Transportation Logistics Management
814 Transportation Management
815 Acquisition and Contract Management
816 Systems Acquisition Management
817 Allied, DOD. USA.USMC. and USCG
818 Defense Systems Management
819 Systems Inventory Management
820 Resource Ptanomg and Management (INT!)
827 Material Logistics Support Management
837 Financial Management
847 Manpower/Personnel Training Analysis
37 Undersea, Space and information Warfare
364 Space Systems Operations International
366 Space Systems Operations
525 Undersea Warfare
526 Undersea Warfare International
591 Space Systems engineering
595 Information Warfare
596 Information Warfare International
38 National Security and Intelligence
681 Mkfcfle East. Africa. South Asia
682 Far East. Southeast Asia Pacific
683 Western Hemishere
684 Russia. Europe. Central Asia
688 Strategic Planning
689 Civil-Military Relations
699 Special Operations/Low Intensify Conflict
824 Intelligence (Regional Studies)
825 Intelligence (OP1MTEL)
39 Joint C4I Systems









































































TOTAL $22,116,711 1/437 $15591
OTHER 555 Non-OOD students under MOU with UCSC.
777 Distance Learning students
888 Continuing Education Courses
999 NPS Staff Personnel taking courses
TOTAL









COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT PAGE
WELCOME to the COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT page. Here, you may select which costs will be included
inthemodel and define other assumption. The cost drivers that you select are then summed up. resulting in a TOTAL COST for each
Academic Department . (See COST REF page)
Then, for each department the total department cost is allocated to eatsh course provided ckjring FY96. This allocation is accomplished
using the Weighted Cost Hour (WCH) as an allocation base. This results m a COST PER COURSE in each academic department
The COST PER COURSE is then distributed to each of the students enrolled m the course by curriculum These costs are summed for
each curriculum, resulting in a TOTAL CURRICULUM COST.
The TOTAL CURRICULUM COST is then divided by the average number of students in that particular curriculum during FY96, based
on Average On Board (AOB) reports, resulting in the COST PER STUDENT in each curriculum.
Please check all costs that vou would like to include in the model:
Qvfen Faculty Direct leading (DT) Salary
INCLUDE Qvfer F»o*y Fringe Benefits (21%)
MStary Facuty Salary (DOES NOT INCLUDE RESEARCH)
Mission Staff Direct (DIR) Salary
INCLUDE Mission Staff Fringe Benefits (23%)
Academic Department OPTAR and TRAVEL
D INDIRECT COSTS (see INDIRECT page fw description)
OTHER COSTS (to be added to the model
)
Weighted Cost Hours (WCH)
The Academic Department Costs must be allocated to each of the eligible courses that were taught during the year. The allocation base
is a combination of two important variables. LECTURE HOURS and LAB HOURS. See Thesis text for a discussion of the Weighted
Cost Hour allocation base. The model has been set up so that you may determine what allocation base is used in the model.
The formula is
:
WEIGHTED COST HOURS = A X LECTURE HOURS + B X LAB HOURS





Courses with less than a specified number of Students
This model includes ALL courses that were provided during FY96. That includes all Directed Study and Directed Reading Courses.
For costing purposes, it is inappropriate to include ALL the courses taught by a particular department when allocating the department's
costs. The general rule is that a Department does not get credit (towards the budget) for any course with 4 OR LESS students.
Therefore, most departments do not give Direct Teaching Credit for courses with 4 OR LESS students. The following input is used to
eliminate courses with less than or equal to a specified number of students.
Eliminate any course with a class size of less than or equal to | 4 1^ |
Double check your input selections and then click
on the CALCULATE button to run the model. >>j CALCULATE
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Aeronautical Engineering with Avionics
612 NPS/TPS
32 Electronics and Computer Programs
368 Computer Science
590 Electronic Systems




35 Meteorology and Oceanography Programs
372 Meteorology




370 Information Technology Management
813 Transportation Logtsbcs Management
814 Transportation Management
815 Acquisition and Contract Management
816 Systems Acquisition Management
817 Allied. DOO. USA.USMC. and USCG
818 Defense Systems Management
819 Systems Inventory Management
820 Resource Planning and Management (INTL)
827 Material Logistics Support Management
837 Financial Management
847 Manpower/Personnel Training Analysis
37 Undersea, Space and Information Warfare
364 Space Systems Operations International
366 Space Systems Operations
525 Undersea Warfare
526 Undersea Warfare International
591 Space Systems Engineering
595 Information Warfare
596 Information Warfare International
38 National Security and Intelligence
681 Mrtdle East. Africa. South Asta
682 Par East, Southeast Asia Pacific
683 Western Hemtshere
684 Russia. Europe. Central Asia
688 Strategic Planning
689 ChA-Mtttary Relations
699 Special Operations/Low Intensity Conflict
824 Intelligence (Regional Studies)
825 Intelligence (OPINTEL)
39 Joint C4I Systems
365 Command. Control and Communications
823 Intelligence
FY96 Cost per























































TOTAL $27592,971 1,437 $19502
OTHER 555 Non-DOO students under MOU with UCSC.
777 Distance Learning students
888 Continuing Education Courses
999 NPS Staff Personnel taking courses
TOTAL











COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT PAGE
WELCOME to the COST PER CURRICULUM MODEL INPUT page. Here, you may select which costs will be included
inthemodel and define other assumption. The cost drivers tfiat you select are then summed up, resulting in a TOTAL COST for each
Academic Department
. (See COST REF page)
Then, for each department, the total department cost is alkxated to each course provided ckjring FY96. This allocation is accomplished
using the Weighted Cost Hour (WCH) as an aUocabon base. This results n a COST PER COURSE in each academic department
The COST PER COURSE is then distributed to each of the students enroled in the course by curriculum. These costs are summed for
each curriculum, resulting in a TOTAL CURRICULUM COST.
The TOTAL CURRICULUM COST is then divided by the average number of students in that particular curriculum during FY96. based
on Average On Board (AOB) reports, resulting in the COST PER STUDENT in each curriculum.
Please check all costs that you would like to include in the model:
Qyfen Faculty Direct Teaching (DT) Salary
INCLUDE OSen Faoity fringe Benefits (21%)
MStary Faculty Salary (DC£S not INCLUDE RESEARCH)
Mission Staff Direct (DIR)SaJary
INCLUDE Mission Staff Fnnge Benefits (23%)
Academk: Department OPTAR and TRAVEL
INDIRECT COSTS (see INDIRECT page for description)
D OTHER COSTS (to be added to the model
)
Weighted Cost Hours (WCH)
The Academic Department Costs must be allocated to each of the eligible courses that were taught during the year. The allocation base
e a combination of two important variables: LECTURE HOURS and LAB HOURS. See Thesis text for a discussion of the Weighted
Cost Hour allocation base. The model has been set up so that you may determine what allocation base is used in the model.
The formula is
:
WEIGHTED COST HOURS = A X LECTURE HOURS B X LAB HOURS
where A and B are INPUTS to the model, as foBows:
A =- i (LECTURE HOURS COEFFICIENT)
B = I 1 -5 IH (LAB HOURS COEFFICIENT) ,
Courses with less than a specified number of Students
This model includes ALL courses that were provided during FY96. That includes all Directed Study and Directed Reading Courses
For costing purposes, it is inappropriate to include ALL the courses taught by a particular department when allocating the department's
costs. The general rule is that a Department does not get credit (towards the budget) for any cc<irse with 4 OR LESS students. *•
Therefore, most departments do not give Direct Teaching Credit for courses with 4 OR LESS students. The following input is used to
eliminate courses with less than or equal to a specified number of students.
Eliminate any course with a class size of less than or equal to 4 -W
Double check your input selections and then click
on the CALCULATE button to run the model. CALCULATE
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Aeronautical Engineering with Avionics
612 NPS/TPS
32 Electronics and Computer Programs
368 Computer Science
590 Electronic Systems




35 Meteorology and Oceanography Programs
372 Meteorology




370 Information Technology Management
813 Transportation Logistics Management
814 Transportation Management
815 Acquisition and Contract Management
816 Systems Acquisition Management
817 AKed. DOD. USAUSMC. and USCG
818 Defense Systems Management
819 Systems Inventory Management
820 Resource Planning and Management (TMTL)
827 Material Logistics Support Management
837 Financial Management
847 Manpower/Personnel Training Analyse
37 Undersea, Space and Information Warfare
364 Space Systems Operations International
366 Space Systems Operations
525 Undersea Warfare
526 Undersea Warfare International
591 Space Systems Engineering
595 Information Warfare
596 Information Warfare International
38 National Security and Intelligence
681 Mddle East, Africa. South Asia
682 rat East. Southeast Asia Pacific
683 Western Hemishere
684 Russia. Europe. Central Asia
688 Strategic Planning
689 Civil-Military Relations
699 Special Operations/Low Intensity Conflict
824 Intelligence (Regional Studies)
825 Intelligence (OP1NTEL)
39 Joint C4ISy&ems
365 Command. Control and Communications
823 Intelligence
FY96 Cost per
























































TOTAL $61,188,781 1/437 $42381
OTHER 555 Noo-DOO students under MOU with UCSC
777 Distance Learning students
888 Continuing Education Courses
999 NPS Staff Personnel taking courses
TOTAL









MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT MODEL INPUT PAGE
Welcome to the Marginal Cost per Student INPUT Page. This model has been developed to analyze a single curriculum, but
the methodology can be applied to any other curriculum. The data was extracted from the COST PER CURRICULUM
MODEL by using a logic command to determine whether or not a course was taken by any students in the particular
curriculum.
The model was developed using data from the 837 - FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum ONLY.
Assumptions are further explained in the text of the thesis.
INPUT the MAXIMUM Class size for the following course levels:
Maximum Class Size
m& ,m& M ^s
30 30
The maximum class size has been automatically constrained to 30 students, unless you
INPUT less. This assumption is further explained in the text of the thesis.
INPUT the desired INCREASE in the number of students enrolled in the 837 Curriculum:
Number of Additional Students 5 ±
For each Department, INPUT HOW the Instruction should be provided for a NEW section:
::>¥::•::•:>
Divert t Professor from Research *
'Iwylyyylyyyyly. :i '. '.y X : :'.'.:< '.'. '. '.y' '. lyl \yy\yyy:
NS AVAILABLE OPTIONS: '::'"*:
SM Divert Professor from Research ±
Hire a NEW Professor
DIVERT a Professor from Research
CONTRACT an Outside Instructor
M
MA Divert I Professor from Retear eh * y
OR Divert i Professor from Research * xX;:
Please see the OPTIONS Worksheet for a complete discussion of the available options.
m Check this block to INCLUDE FRINGE BENEFITS in the cost calcualtion of diverting aprofessor from Research.
A percentage of the DIRECT TEACHING salary (with or without fringe
benefits) is assumed to be the cost of diverting a professor from
research. INPUT the desired percentage. The model assumes 1/8 or
0.125, as explained in the text of the thesis. 118
MARGINAL COST OUTPUT
Based on the INPUT you entered above, the model has calculated the TOTAL MARGINAL COST of providing education to
the number of additional students in the FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum. The total cost is divided by the number
of additional students (INPUT) resulting in a MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT.
Total Costs = [ $89,599 "I] Cost per Student = | $17^920 |
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MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT MODEL INPUT PAGE
Welcome to the Marginal Cost per Student INPUT Page. This model has been developed to analyze a single curriculum, but
the methodology can be applied to any other curriculum. The data was extracted from the COST PER CURRICULUM
MODEL by using a logic command to determine whether or not a course was taken by any students in the particular
curriculum.
The model was developed using data from the 837 - FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum ONLY.
Assumptions are further explained in the text of the thesis .
INPUT the MAXIMUM Class size for the following course levels:
Maximum Class Size 1m 1*1 ; j» ,j
jOOO 3832 j&3_ 4S2S
30 *
The maximum class size has been automatically constrained to 30 students, unless you
INPUT less. This assumption is further explained in the text of the thesis.
INPUT the desired INCREASE in the number of students enrolled in the 837 Curriculum:
mmamm^pmmp
Number of Additional Students
For each Department, INPUT HOW the Instruction should be provided for a NEW section:
NS
MA
Divtn Proltjior from Rtsurch
0iv«t * ProfttMr frwn Rnurck
Divert i Prtftnar from Rmarch
OR Dretrt • Professor from fteuwch
AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
Hire a NEW Professor
DIVERT a Professor from Research
CONTRACT an Outside Instructor
Please see the OPTIONS Worksheet for a complete discussion of the available options. I
M Check this block to INCLUDE FRINGE BENEFITS in the cost calcualtion of diverting aprofessor from Research.
A percentage of the DIRECT TEACHING salary (with or without fringe
benefits) is assumed to be the cost of diverting a professor from
research. INPUT the desired percentage. The model assumes 1/8 x>r
0.125, as explained in the text of the thesis. lie
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmwmmmmmrmmmmmmm
MARGINAL COST OUTPUT
Based on the INPUT you entered above, the model has calculated the TOTAL MARGINAL COST of provfding education to
the number of additional students in the FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum. The total cost is divided by the number
of additional students (INPUT) resulting in a MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT.
Total Costs = |ii$;154^419::::: : 1 Cost per Student = [j|i$f5|442i
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MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT MODEL INPUT PAGE
Welcome to the Marginal Cost per Student INPUT Page. This model has been developed to analyze a single curriculum, but
the methodology can be applied to any other curriculum. The data was extracted from the COST PER CURRICULUM
MODEL by using a logic command to determine whether or not a course was taken by any students in the particular
curriculum.
The model was developed using data from the 837 - FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum ONLY.
Assumptions are further explained in the text of the thesis.




Maximum Class Size jm l*i ]m |±
mwmfflga
30 30 *
The maximum class size has been automatically constrained to 30 students, unless you
INPUT less. This assumption is further explained in the text of the thesis.
INPUT the desired INCREASE in the number of students enrolled in the 837 Curriculum:
Number of Additional Students 15 ±
For each Department, INPUT HOW the Instruction should be provided for a NEW section: [
fsJS Dnrart a Frafattar tram Rataarch
SM "ivart a Profmor tram Rataarch
MA i Oivart a Prafatsor tragi Rataarch
OR Dnrart a Prafassar Irani Rataarch
AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
Hire a NEW Professor
DIVERT a Professor from Research
CONTRACT an Outside Instructor
Please see the OPTIONS Worksheet for a complete discussion of the available options.
jif£
Check this block to INCLUDE FRINGE BENEFITS in the cost calcualtion of diverting a
professor from Research.
A percentage of the DIRECT TEACHING salary (with or without fringe
benefits) is assumed to be the cost of diverting a professor from
research. INPUT the desired percentage. The model assumes 1/8 or
0.125, as explained in the text of the thesis. inT*1^
MARGINAL COST OUTPUT
Based on the INPUT you entered above, the model has calculated the TOTAL MARGINAL COST of providing education to
the number of additional students in the FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum. The total cost is divided by the number
of additional students (INPUT) resulting in a MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT.
Total Costs = [" $232,065 Cost per Student = I :j$1 5>4?1
I - -J ' ' "-
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MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT MODEL INPUT PAGE
Welcome to the Marginal Cost per Student INPUT Page. This model has been developed to analyze a single curriculum, but
the methodology can be applied to any other curriculum. The data was extracted from the COST PER CURRICULUM
MODEL by using a logic command to determine whether or not a course was taken by any students in the particular
curriculum.
The model was developed using data from the 837 - FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum ONLY.
Assumptions are further explained in the text of the thesis.
INPUT the MAXIMUM Class size for the following course levels:
Maximum Class Size [» L*
""S&SSS.:
2000 30Qg
The maximum class size has been automatically constrained to 30 students, unless you
INPUT less. This assumption is further explained in the text of the thesis.
INPUT the desired INCREASE in the number of students enrolled in the 837 Curriculum:
Number of Additional Students
For each Department, INPUT HOW the Instruction should be provided for a NEW section: |
MS Divart • ProfttMT trom Rasaarch *
SM Divan a Prafassar fram Raiaarca i
MA Divan a Prafassar fram Rataarch ±
OR Divart a Profatsar fram Rasaarch *
AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
Hire a NEW Professor
DIVERT a Professor from Research
CONTRACT an Outside Instructor
Please see the OPTIONS Worksheet for a complete discussion of the available options.
Check this block to INCLUDE FRINGE BENEFITS in the cost calcualtion of diverting a
professor from Research.
A percentage of the DIRECT TEACHING salary (with or without fringe
benefits) is assumed to be the cost of diverting a professor from
research. INPUT the desired percentage. The model assumes 1/8 or
0.125, as explained in the text of the thesis. 1/8
**m;mmi*m!*m!mmmmmm<rmmmmmmmmm*mmmmmmmmmr*m*
MARGINAL COST OUTPUT
Based on the INPUT you entered above, the model has calculated the TOTAL MARGINAL COST of providing education to
the number of additional students in the FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum. The total cost is divided by the number
of additional students (INPUT) resulting in a MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT.
Total Costs = | $281^244*01 Cost per Student = [ ;$14 f062 |
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MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT MODEL INPUT PAGE
Welcome to the Marginal Cost per Student INPUT Page. This model has been developed to analyze a single curriculum, but
the methodology can be applied to any other curriculum. The data was extracted from the COST PER CURRICULUM
MODEL by using a logic command to determine whether or not a course was taken by any students in the particular
curriculum.
The model was developed using data from the 837 - FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum ONLY.
Assumptions are further explained in the text of the thesis.





; m& ?oto 3000 4000
Maximum Class Size 30 ±1|3o ± | 30 * I 30 4
The maximum class size has been automatically constrained to 30 students, unless you
INPUT less. This assumption is further explained in the text of the thesis.
INPUT the desired INCREASE in the number of students enrolled in the 837 Curriculum:
Number of Additional Students 25 ±
For each Department, INPUT HOW the Instruction should be provided for a NEW section: |
NS Divert Professor from Rosoorca *
SM
MA
Divert Pr ofw«or from Research ±
Dnrart I Professor from Rcsoorck ±
OR Divert i Professor rrem Rcsoorck *
AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
Hire a NEW Professor
DIVERT a Professor from Research
CONTRACT an Outside Instructor
|
Please see the OPTIONS Worksheet for a complete discussion of the available options.
El
Check this block to INCLUDE FRINGE BENEFITS in the cost calcualtion of diverting a
professor from Research.
A percentage of the DIRECT TEACHING salary (with or without fringe
benefits) is assumed to be the cost of diverting a professor from
research. INPUT the desired percentage. The model assumes 1/8 or
0.125, as explained in the text of the thesis. i«
MARGINAL COST OUTPUT
Based on the INPUT you entered above, the model has calculated the TOTAL MARGINAL COST of providing education to
the number of additional students in the FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Curriculum. The total cost is divided by the number
of additional students (INPUT) resulting in a MARGINAL COST PER STUDENT.
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